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RECO~"'lF.NDATIONS OF THE ECA CONFEPRHCfi OF I'INISTERS C0NCElUHHC

THE EC0NOMIC ISSUES ON THE DPAFT AGENDA OF THE TWENTY-FIRST

O~DINA~Y SESSION OF TH~,ASSEMPLY OF HEADS OF ST\TE A}lD

GOVERNME~IT OF THE OR~A~IZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY

Introduction

1. The twentieth ordinary session of the Assembly of,the Heads of State and

Governm~nt of the Organization of African Unity, held in Addis Ababa in November

1984, reviewed the economic situation in Africa and expressed grave concern at

the serious and persistent economic and social crisis. They, 'accordingly, by

resoiution AHr,/Res. l32(XX), decided that the twenty-first ordinary session in

1985 would consider economic issues, in particular

(a) the progress made in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of

Action and the definition of new measures for the early attainment of the

objectives of the Plan;

(b) the formulation of an emergency programme for Africa comprising

immediate measures in the priority economic areas and particularly in the

agricul tural·and food sector's'; and

(e) '''tlieesfabIiSh!!l~rit-o!''-aconmi()np[atrorm'foraction intended for "the'
, - " I . ' ,

specializ~d agencies of th~ United Nati.ons system on international econom:i~,

issues of a crucial interest for Africa•
. ":'. : ,;, ;,',.-

2. The Assembly of 'Heads of State and-Government also decided to set .up ,·e,
a Steering Comwittee at ll'inisterial level COll'POSCG of seven countries. namely;"

Algeria. Cameroon. Ivory Coast, Higeria. Seneral, the '~itef Republic of Tanzania

and,Zimhabwe. to prepare the basic doc~~nts for the ,economic summit. The Steering

Co~ittee will have the responsibility of preparing the basic documents for the
f 1 ' l' '

economic summit to be submitted through the Council of fiiniste:t:s, with the
• ",f:·i'

technical SUpport of the OAll Secretariat working in close collaboration "wit.h

the Secretariat of the ECA.

3. The OAll Council of Ministers at'its forty-~irst ordinary session, held'

in Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) -fro,m25 February to 5 ~-Iarch 1935,. considered and

took note of the report of the Steering Committee. In addition the Council,
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mindful of the need to involve theECA Conference of !'inisters respoilsiHe for

economic planning and any other African or international conference on African

economic issues fully in the preparation for the twenty-first Assembly o~

Heads of State and Government, decided by resolution eM/Res. 963/(XLI) to

"urge the ECA Conference of Ministers responsible for economic planning in

Africa to focus its deliberations cn the issues on the draft agenda and to

recommend concrete measures to betaken, including proposals for the follow-up

and ,monitoring".

4. Pursuant to this resolution the EGA Conference of Ministers embarked on

an 'exhaustive examination or the economic issues on the draft agenda for the

twenty-first OAU summit meeting.

5. The Conference approved this document, whtcl. gives as thorough an outline

as possible of the programme of action to be carried out by member States not

only to help them overcome the present crisis but also to lay down firM foundations

for self-sustaining economic growth and development in Africa.

6. The African ecortomic and social crisis' as described in the Special

Memorandum by the ECA Conference of Ministers on Africa's Economic and Social

Crisis has become even more critical. Funger, malnutrition and poverty are still

widespread. As of now, 21 countries with a total population of some 205 million

people are still seriously affected by drought. Two of these are in North Africa:

three in Central Africa: four in East Africa; and six each in Southern and'West

Africa.

7. The food aid requirements of these countries at the end of March 1985 were

estimated at 6.9 million tons, in respect of which known pledges as of the end

of Harch1985 amounted to 5.7 million tons - thus leaving a bal ance of 1.2 million

tons. Almost 10 ,million people have been displaced as'& 'result'of the 'drought.

The situation has been exacerbated by the lack of adequate and effich'int

logistic support - transport, storage and distribution - an1 is still as acute

today as it was last year. Indeed, the above estimation represents a sharp

increase in food-aid requirements for 1985 and will impose additional logistical

,
't'*',
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constraints on the infrastructure for distributing food, medicines, clothing, etc.

;10reover, with 10 out of the 21 drought-affected and food-aid dependent countries

lleing land-locked, liiiiited port capacity and cont'estion, not to mention inland

~ransport and transit bottlenecks, are still presenting serious problems in

,,~he distribution of relief ai<\.

8." The situation in other sectors is also less encouraging then was 'the

case last year, Domestic productIon and growth rates are still db~1l.iHlig:lnd

the'economi~, social, agricultural anc industrial reconstruction and'reHahilit

ation to pull our countries out of econoroic stagnation have not yet taken place.

Export performance continues to be inadeouate and, not surprisingly, the foreign

exchange reserves of many African countries have dropped to critical levels.

Our balance-of-payments problems continue to be very acute and our external

debt has reached crisis proportions. Indeed, since April 1984, the external

debt service crisis has worsened quite significantly. Whereas,at the end of 198~

the total external debt of African countries was estimated at $USlSO billion,

the corresponding figure by the end of lrR4 was close to ~USlS8 billion and will

probably reach $US170 at the end of 1~8S.

9, This document comprises six parts. Part One offers an overall assessment

of the Lagos Plan of Actinn, problems encountered in its implementation, the

social and economic situation as it exists now before ~iving a sectoral

assessment, chapter by chapter , of the extont, to which the Plan has actually

been executed. This is followed by proposals on practical ~easures that could

assist in accelerating the application of the Plan as a background and framework

for tae measures proposed in the remaining parts of this document. Part Two

reviews the survival measures required in various emerp,ency areas, especially

the food sector, in order not only to meet the need5 of the population severely

affected by drought and famine, but also to strengthen the preparedness of our

countries to cope with future emergency situations, given the persistent

droup,ht in many parts of the continent and its periodic nature. It also high

li~hts the main short~, medium·· and long-term measures to be taken so as



to ,r~!;I~l;>ilit~1;e and revitalize.,our,e<:onomies especially in the areas of food

;tJ:1d a!7,riculture , industry, .infrastructure to support food .nroductIon, food
".,' . ...; .,.. . " '.

~e~ur~ty and food se l f-csuffdc iency, Part Three deals ,with \.friC/l',s!,l,>xternal

de,btsituation and propq~es measures for the management of such debts , ,Par,t

Four examines proposals ~or a co~on platform ,for action, includi~g subregion~l,

regional and international measures. It also examines the iestabilization of

the economies of the front-line States by 'South Africa. Part 'Five makes some

s~ggestions with regard to follow-up and monitoring, while Part Six draws 'the

~~in conclusions arising from the issues discussed in the naper.
,I".:"; .
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. , PART I
'1 ~ ,

TIlE LAGOS PLAN OF ACTION AND TIlE FuiAL ACT of LAGOS: /'~"'OS<:'E~ rr p~r;'~ 'S",",":S FOR

"', ACCELERATED UlPL!ir.!ENTATION' ,I'

.,. ,~

-f· .'0',

•

10. Five years ago, African Heads of State and Government adopted the Lagos

Plan of 'AcHon -and the Final Act of Lap,osat the Second ext.ra-ordmary session

of their ~seinbly held in Lagos from 28 to 29 April 1980. ,While it must be

reiterated that the measures and policies contained in these important

documents are ~till ,valid and relevan~.especially in the context of .the

current crisis, it is ~owever necessar.r, to assess the extent to which their
•'. I

implementation mar have been haeperedand more importa~t1y, to identify the

internal and external reasons that maY!1cco\Ult for this .. It is particularly

useful ,to review the performance of African economies at '-'Iobal and sectoral

levels as well as in' the co~t~~t of'the International Development'Strategy for
I ' ,~ , , ' .. ' .

the Third llnited Nations Development Decade of which the Lagos Plan of Action

was an integral pa;t. This 'sh~Uld make it possible to identifY practical

measures for the accelerated attainment of the objectives of the Lagos Plan

of Action and the Final Act of Lagos.
: ~. ..;.

A. OVeljllLlilsses.sment of the !.mplementation of the Lagos Plan of Action

11. The La~sPlan of Action' was adopted as a tool for the irnplemen1;;ation

of the'11onrovil! 'Strategy 'for the development of the African region adopted

by the 16th ses'sfcn of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the

OAU. It' is th'eiefore based on six main'pil'lars namely: .

to meet the needs

~ :.

Africa's huse resources must be applied principally
1 .

and purposes of its peopke ;
; ·f·"'.. ,,',I'

Africa's almost .tot.al reliance on the export; of raw materials must
, . ;>J'

change, Rather, Africa's development and growth must be based on a
. - . .' -": _. .. .' ,';i'."

combination of Africa's considerable natural resources, her entrepreneurial,
- , . ,., • !-. .•

managerial and.):echnical resources and her aarkets (restructured and

expanded), tos~rve her people. Africa, therefore, must map out its

own strateey for development and must viporously pursue its implementatioD;

(i)

(il)

,
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(iii) Africa must cultivate the virtue of self-reliance. This is not to

say that the continent should totally cut itself off from outside

contributions. However, these outside contributions should only

supplement our own effort: they should not be the mainstay of our

development;

(i¥) as,~ consequence of the need for increased self~relian~e, Africa

,must mobilise her entire human and mat~rial resources for her

deve19pment;

(v) each of our'States must pursue all-embracinr. economic, socdaI and

cultural activities which will mobilise the stren~th of the

country as'a,whole and ensure that both the efforts put into and

the benefits derived froni development are equitably shared;'

(vi) effoTts towards African '~conomic integration must be pursued.' with

renewed determination in order to create a continent-wide framework

for the much needed economic co-operation for development based on,
collective self-reliance.

. _ .. l

12. From the above six guiding principles it will clearly be seen that the'

successful irnPlementation, of the LI1-'1oS Plan of Action called for:a.drastic

departure fromp~st,socio-economicstructures and patterns and for the

adoption of weU arJ;iculated nolicies of intep!ali~ation of the, gev~19pment
.' "" ' "-

process. Five years""fter the adoption of the Lagos Plan of Action and the

Final Act of Lagos, we are particularly distressed by the fact that little

progress has been achieved in this regard.

13. National development plans as well as annual budgets have, in most

countries, tended to perpetuate and even accentuate the dependency of our

economies throu~h, inter alia, (i) over-reliance on foreif,R resources

(financial and human) lel1-din~ in ml1-ny cl1-ses t9 the disruntion of nati9nal

priorities to comply with those of donor countries and institutions

(ii) misdlocation of domestic resources with reduced shares for such

hir,h priority areas as a'!,ricul ture, manpower and industry and massive

expenditure on foreign consumer roodS and non-productive' investment projects.

\
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14. With re~ard to the need .for the internalization of .the development
.. . . .. ... . " ~ U :

process in such a way as to ensure self-sustained deve lopment, H is

disheartening to note that basic prerequisites such as technology mastery,
" '. - . T", :.: • ' _. " ',;

full knowledge of the natural resources base and.the tra~ning o~ va~ipus

t~es of skills for the exploration and use of natura; ~spurces 'have not
'" : ).: . .

.received the attention they deserve. For example, fi.ve years afte.r the, "., ," ';.;

adoption of the Lagos Plan of Action and the F~nal .Act of Lagos, the

percentage of foreign experts in the total nlllllber of hi/(h-level technic~ans. " '

and managers in African countries is as high as 50 per cent.

15. Economic co-operation and integration is a clear corollary of national

and collective self-reliance and self-sustained development is national actions,

important as they are, are not sufficient to ensure maximum .growth and

development and to enable the African region to play a more important role

in international affairs. Thi~'Bspect was deemed to be of crucial

importance to the extent that its existence not only constitutes the

basic assumption on which the implementation of the provisions contained

in all the chapters of the LPA rests. but also our Heads of State' and

Government decided to ~ive it special recognition in the fom of an

Annex to the Plan, known as the Final Act of Lagos.

..

16. "'hile there has been substantial progress in the establishment of new

subreRional economic p,roupinr.s, sectoral co~operation has' followed a very

slow patli. Except· for the area'oftrade and' finance which witnessed the

creation' of the Federation of African Chambe~of Cornm~rce and'the steps
" ., I"J'" ;. . : '..... '.... ,:

currently being taken towards tbe establishment of an African Monetary Fund,

"err BtUe progress has been made in such cruCIal'a'reas as subregionai food

secuHty arrangements, food relief schemes, agronomic·~esearch. en~ironmen~
including desertification, industry, technology, natural resource~ and n~w'
and renewable sources .:>f energy, which have been identified' as priority areas

by the Final Act of Laeos.
: ~'.
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negative

critical

in

:::!' .
Given the colonial economic structures inherited by most African countries

~ ·iJP>,:Jt .. ·. ;- ,~,,~: 'I J2 :'J.' ,;

the failure of the latter to bring about radical changes, the worsening of

intern~1:ionard~~nomidedvironmen~ es~~~ial1Y si~~~ 1979/80'has had a very
!, 1[;~ ,- .~,~ - "

impact on Africa, The ECA Special ;'lemorandum identified "five major

fa~tors th~t 'l;a~~ 'i!~teracted to exacerbat'e'~he current crisis
, ,

'.' ; •.~-. ..:" ',(i'~ -~-.~. • '~•.'

namely, (1) the collapse in commodity prices; (ii) a stagnation and decline

Official Deve'lop~~~t Assi'stanc;~(ODA)' in realte'rms; (iiij"the unprecedented
. "-}..' _, ":,-,r.\u;;,,,; j" ,", .",; • .~. :i',:

high interest rates; (iv) the shift to a regime of sharp fluctuations of
. •. ; .. P' 'r ·r~;.",,·f

interest rates; and (v) increased' protectionism, .' .

17,

and

the

r r;n .: .'

.18, The above shortcomings are, no doubt , at the' roots 'of the 'non- '''Jf'

implementa'tionof the' Lagos Plane·of'·Action,'· However. as if they 'were not

enough;,'cfou't, major circumstances.". wllich were'not foreseeh when the Lagos

Plan of Action was adopt.edj radded-sto the increasing diffkulties of African

countries namely: '(a) the wideSpread,' severe and persfStertt drought. (b) the

acce Ieratdorr of thedesertifidation processvjc) pers i scent -and destructive

cyclones in,'the Indian Ocean; and '(d) the intensificatl'on ofdestabilizati'on'"

attempts from South AfriCa on neighbouring African' countri.es espec i a I'Iyehe

front-line States"Ie:'

,'. j if". .', , . i. . f: ' ..\~

19, AJ::,reg~qral level, the Secretariats .o~J;he OAU,aI!f!,.ECA,h,ftYll,31,lspbeen

greatlY,J"vo~yed .in ~he implementatipn ~r ,the Lagos P~lUlof J\Ction, }1!l;\'Iever,

increasing "diJ:ficulties,fllFine (lAU 1I!!r,lI!bllrStatll;;, compounded by 1:\ ne~ti ve

mternat.Lona! envi ronment , have made..i;t ,difficult to .'lccelerate the illll'lementation l,
':'" , '.,';' -' " , . ; . .

of va~io,~s regi0'1~} p~oRr!llJlIlle,s s,4fp ~$ Jhe..Tran!!P9t:F,and, CommU1licati,l'p?; and the

Indusyi,';ll, Deve Iopment; Decades, for Afri~a, Also, ~n spite of repeated attempts,
::; ' •• ', < ,'.J ";. ' i: " .;.. . -, .

the two S~cretariats have,[~o,t, b~'Tn, Pc\,}e to mlll'f, s},g!li,qc~t progress ill.pJ;'pmqting •

sectorali~o~~p'efationin some ar~~s 'llI1d, it Ji~ey ,!illye succe",d~~,. t)1e:R\1!!,,!?:e!of

participating countries is very limited, However, the .tWo, ~~~etar.i;1t;; have peen
. ·'.i .' -',' "iJ"".' .;' -, '.'

very instrumental in the establishment of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern

and Southern Africa (PTA) and the Economic Community of Central African States

(ECCAS) ,
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20. It is therefore clear that the path of growth and development in African

. countries has been seriously disrupted•. Inevit,ably, it has resulted in poor

performances not only from the standpoint of overall economic growth and the

external sector, but also from that of the implementation of critical sectoral

progranunes -.

B. Economic and Social Perfor~ance. in Africa 1980-1985

21.' - Under this section an overall view of the economic perfonnance of

.the re~ion as a whole for the.,pedod;1980-l98S with particular emphasis on

theLDCs and· the extent to which the. substantial New Programme of Action

(CSNpA) for them has been implemented will be presented after which we shall

try to review our countries' performance in a.sore detailed manner'with

respect to.the Lagos Plan of Action. chapter by chapter.

1. Overall vie':! of the economic perfonnance of the African region

for the period 1980-1985

22. During the first four years of the decade. perfonnance in the African

region was far below the objectives and targets of the LllRO§ Ill/In of 'Action. Real

regional output fell by 1.3 per cent in 1981, increased by Only 1.3 i~;1982

and stagnated in J9Bl and 1984. The region therefore not only failed to

meet the objective :pi a gr01~th in output of 7 per cent but it suffered its

most serious recess~on on record. In per capita terms. the loss in output

is around 10 per cent relative to 1980.

23. 'It was also 'recogni zed that for production to increase in the developing

countries gross investment should reach the level of about 28 per cent of GOP.

while gross domestic savings should be increased to reach about 24 percent

of GOP " In non-oil exporting countries. this saving rate has remained very

lOW at 15.1 per cent only on the average- during the 1980-1984 period.
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2~.' Overall investment as a pToportion of GDP which had increased to reach

24.5 pe~ ~ent in 1981, fell afterwards ~d was down to 19.3 per cent GOP in
;, -, , ". . -' . '

1984.'rhe fall in investment was the most pronounced among OPEC members

where it fell to 20.2 per cent of GOP, in 1984, from 29.2 per cent in 1981. In

non-oil exporting countries,however, investment fell also to 15.4 per cent

GDP in 1984 from 17 per cent in 1981. Gover~ent capital expenditure declined

at the same time and .was down in 1984 to 11'.1 per cent GOP. 'tl'hile investment

was falling, the productivity of investment left ,much room fOF improvement.

25, AgricultllTe is recognized as a keysector with the'target of an average

annual rat.e.rof growth of 4 per 'cent set; for developing Africancount'rills.

I\.tthe, re",ionalAfrican level, .the attainment of food'self-'suffi'ciency is

strongly emnhas i.zed. Experiende 'in' the first .yeaTs of the decade has been

di5appointin~. The ECA index of ap,ricu1tural output based on va1tie' added

recorded a growth rate of 0.1 per cent for the re~ion as a whole during

1981-1984.., .'

26. The secondary sector including enerry, mining and manufacturin~ has

,,,~eri in difficulty throunhout H81"'1984 . The mining industry hils' been hard

hit by the recession in industriali~ed'countries. Mineral prices fell well

. below marrinal costs of production in'ma~ycases forcing widespread closUres

and the curtailment of production and investment. Productiol\"fellby as 'much

as 20.1 per cent in 1981 and, by 1984, va Iue vadded in minim~ is"estimated to

have fallen as much as 6.2 per cent between'19'80Q984. As faraS:the matlU

facturinp, sector is ;~c1('eT-:eUi a ;:;'!.rv:et of 9' per ~~--:~' ~·~·o:r1.Jte! annual rate of

~row~p is set. However, in, 1989~1984, the sector expanded by only 1.6 per

cent a year.,
I ~. F·

27." . The transport andconununic:ati.ons Sector is recogmzed as one of 'the

,.most ,critical sectors and adequate support is requi-red 'for the implementation

of the prooramae for the Transp-ortandConmnlnications Decade in ·Africa. 'The

progranune is now in its second phase and, while appreciable progress has been

made in its implementation, certain specific problems which require urRent

corrective measures can be already discerned.
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28. !,he ,~t~a~nment of social progress is a primary objective of the. Lagos.

Pl~n of ~ction and the International Development Strategy. Africa's population

is growing by 2.3 per cent on average per annum; this is 14 per cent higher

tha~,the average for developing countries as a whole. This rate is associated

with high dependency ratios, and a rapid rate of urbanization with its attendant

impact on employment, hous i n. ~nd the. like. Substmt i nI 1,ro8ress

is however being made in the provision of educational and health facilities,

even though these remain grossly inadequate and unevenly distributed.

29. As f"r '"s the external position of the r epion is concerned, it has first
deteriorated sharply with the overall current account deficit reaching an all

time high of $US:3~billion in 1981 and remaining at $24.5 billion in 1982 or

30.5 per cent of exports. An improvement was recorded afterwards, the current

account deficit falling to $17.3 billion in 1983 and to $10 billion in 1984.

But this was achieved through a drastic reduction of cssont i al imports and at a heavy

cost ·in terms of growth. External factors were particularly prominent causes

of this' bleak economic picture. The contraction of economic activity in the

industrialized countries during 1980-1933, drastically cut into the demand

for primary commodities exported by African countries •

. 30. Under these circumstances the objectives set out in the Lagos Plan

of Action in respect of exports and imports, to the effect that the former

should expand by 7.0 per cent a year and the latter by less than 8.2 per

cent, have been far from being re"li;ed.

31. In volume terms, African exports contracted at the rate of 3.7. per

cent per year, while imports decreased by 3 per cent only during the period

1980-1984. Since 1982, imports have' been constantly decreasing at a 'rate' of
3.9 per cent, while exports decreased at the rate of 2.3 per cent during the

period 1981-1984, a situation which partly explains the improvement in the

current account especially in 1984. The balance of payments issue should not

be seen as a new phenomenon. The continent inherited from the era of colonialism

an economic strategy primarily dependent on the expansion of a narrow range of

primary export products. There was no room for diversification of exports.

However, as it turned out, this export-oriented strategy failed to sustain

the development momentum.
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32.. For a growing number of developing African countries, the d.velopment

.momentum is being seriously threatened by protectionist measures in the

developed countries. The demand for primary products has stagnated or has

been persistently declining and rapid export expansion is constrained by the

increased production of substitutes. Apart from demand side constraints,

supply side policies were not adequately addressed to renumerate producers.

33. As regards imports it should be pointed out that the structure of African

imports was unduly biased towards consumption. Two items which dominate

Africa's import bill were food and petroleum.

34. For years the, issue or services'has vegetated on the periphery of the

development agenda. African countries have remained dependent on the developed

world for most services, and their economies have been sapped by the related

financial outflows.

35. The problem of balance of payments is f~rther being compounded by

substantial foreign exchange leakages. The issue of foreign exchange leakages

has become a pervasive and difficult one in Africa owing to the, complexit~es

of its forms and sources. Common means of transfering resources out of a country

include the over-invoicing of imports and under-invoicing of experts. Foreign

exchange losses from unrecorded trade, particularly smuggling, are believed to

be considerable.

36. Tentative estimates by the ECA secretariat for 1979 reveal that foreign

exchange leakages from the commodity account aggregate 4.5 to 6.5 billion

US dollars, which constitutes between 4 to 5 per cent of the value of total

merchandise trade.

37. Unlike visible trade, invisible exports have no~ fixed point of exit.

And because of the heteropcncityof invisible operat~ons and the narrowness of

the data base, it is difficult to estimate resource leakages associated with

the invisible trade account.

,
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38. In summary. the value of foreign exchange leakages from the commodity
-.!'"

and the invisible trade alone is estimated at 7 to 9 billion US dollars per

annum and accounted for 4:to 6 p~r cent of total current account operations.

39. It should also be underscored that developing Africa's outstanding external

debt;: including undisbursed s~ms.is estimat~~:~o have r~ached'US 158 b~llion
dollars at the end of 1984 and is expected to exceed $I 70 billio!!, in, ,,1985.

As a proportion of exports of ,~oods and,services. the external debt of

developing Africa rose from 138 per cent at the end of 1981 to 190 per cent at

the end of 1984, In 1983, the external debt reached 50 per cent as a proportion

of GDP of developing Africa as a whole,
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II: SECTORAL ASSESSMENT OF TIlE LAGOS PLAN OF ACT10N
l' . '

•
1. Food and. Agriculture

'.! 4(L . The major objective of LPA'in the area of food and agriculture was to

. jbri~g about an immediate improveitient in the food situation and lay the

foundat ions for the achievement of 's~lf-sufficiency in cereals, livestock

and fish product·s •. The assessment undertaken concerning the implementation
. '. '. .'. . ;' : l" ~.; .

of both the Regional Food Plan for Africa (1978-1984) and LPA indicates

that specific targets laid down f~r 'the achievement of this' objective we~e,

by and large, not achieved.

41. The target of overall annual agricultural production (4 per cent)

envisaged was not achieved. Instead the food and agricultural sector

registered an annual growth rate of ~bout 1.7 per cent per annum against

a population growth rate of about 2.3 per cent per r.nnun , appro acaing 4 per
cent in some countries. Thus, the per capita food production declined at

the rate of 2 per cent, widening the already deteriorating food gap and

resulting in widespread malnutriti0n and, ir a large number of countries,

outright famine.

42. The cereals registered the largest decline (3.2 per cent per annum

between 1980-1984); implyin£ an annual per capita decli~e of 6.1 per cent

during the same period. Edi.tIe oi.l crops registered a r"L of decline '6£ close \
to 1 per cent implying a per capita decline of 3.7 per cent per annum. . .

Root crops, tubers, pulses and livestock also showed low growth rates and ...

per capita negative growth r3tes in all cases. Subregional analysis indicates "

negative per capita growth rates in all the subregior.s.

43. The target of 50 per cent reduction in food losses by 1985 has not been

realized. However, there is evidence that some countries have been addressing

themselves to this issue in varying degrees. International agencies have

also instituted studies and pilot projects aimed at understanding the problem,;

sensitizing the governments and addressin~ the problem.



44. With respect to food securit~ the LPA urged member States to set-up

national strategic food reserves in the order of 10 per cent of total ..

annual food production. There is evidence that as many as 28 countries

have formulated explicit national food security policies and maintain

stocks. Lack of progress has been noted particularly at the subregional

lev~l except in the Sahel where concrete action has been taken. Initial

steps· have also been taken in Eastern and Southern Africa and the Great

Lakes Countries. An FAO survey indicates that the difficulty in fulfilling

the target by many African countries relates to insufficient domestic

production, lack of foreign exchange to import food and build the necessary

food security infrastructure (including storage facilities and transport).

technical, management and organization problems have also been cited.

45. Concerning agricultural services and institutional development

(marketing, research and transfer of technology, agricultural extension

and credit), some progress has been reported. Nevertheless, there are

still inadequacies and shortcomings to be overcome, especially in the

'development and transfer of technology and in developing appropriate incentive

packages.

46. Public expenditure in agriculture has generally declined during the plan

period and, on average, stood at 7 per cent of total expenditure during

1978-82 period. On the other hand, although external assistance to agriculture has

shown an: upward trend, the target specified by LPA has not been achieved.

47. A target of 10 per cent annual expansion in forest resources envisaged

by LPA has not been achieved. On the contrary, over the last decades, average

per capita forest and wood lands has declined in all SUbregions resulting in a

6.5 per cent decline per annum for Africa as a whole. With the exception of

one country, all other African countries registered negative per capita growth

rates. The net result has been the unprecedented acceleration in desertifica

tion. The FAO satellite pictures reveal that, in 1983, the line of vegetation

in the Southern fringes of the Sahara Desert permanently moved 200 km further

South since 1977.
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48. Generally, governments have not been able to establish the machinery required

by LPA f~r monitoring progress in implementation. However, a few governments

in the region are reported to be' in 'the process of establishing such machinery,

bu't this -: is an area'~hete some technical and financial assistance is, requdred ,

Apart from assessment exer<:ises carried out by ECA andFAO, the combined

, interagency monitoring' excercise called for by LPA has been limited

49. It ,is hard to say..whether the limited achievements by African countries

are due to the implementation'ofthe Regional Fo<)d Plan tor Africa (AFl1-AN)

" and LPA or these achievements could be the result of normaI development 'process

undet national plans. ,For"reporting and monitoring purposes , itis neceasary

that Governments indicate the relationship between their national plans and
-' - '1 .

the' objectives of the LPA.

50. It'may be observed that the inability of governments to implement LPA

may be 'due' to inadequacies. of policies with regard to agriculture, prolonged

world economic recession, pre-occupation with ,emergencies, and: to gen\litally

unfavourable aid and borrowing climate. ,,"

-;.,..

"
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2: Industr,;y;

51. The first m,~jor TJrogroJmne for the implem.:mktion of the industry chapter

of the k,gosPhn of ,~ction lIC,S formubted in the context of the Industrial

Deve Lcpmerrt Decade in "·£ric:.~, 1980-1990 procLadmed by th" member States in the

Lagos Plan of Lction. Themt,st'or pr-ogrnmme formuL,ted during the period

1980-1982 and adopucd by the Ji'rio= dniistersof Industry in 1983, was

desiBued to m"etth" short-term objective of the Plan up to the year 1985 and the

lo~tdrmobjectiv0sup to the yaar 2000; Thu short-tarm objective up to 1985

;raS to achieve at Lcas't 1 per cent of IJorld industrial production' gnd l"y the

foundation for the development of basic industries Ilhich are ossentia1 for

self'-relio.ncc since they produce inputs for other sectors.

52. The implem"ntation of the pr-ogrrunmo of the Decade I"lUS divided into tuo
•

phCls"s: a preparatory »huse from 1980-1984 and the implementation phase for

the period 1985-1990. Besides the formuldion of the programme, the first package

of multi-eountry priority pr~jects vrcr-e identified by individlk".1 governments and
intergovernmental organizations in North, \Jast, Central and Eastern-Southern

.~rica during the first phase. The choicc of the priority projects Ims based

on the objectives of the Lagos Plan of ,~ction. Furtharmore, some countries and

intergovernmental organizations h~ ~lrendy incorporated the objectives of the

Decade programme in their industric.l development plans and established national

focal points for concerted promotion of the Decade as called for in the

progTammo ..

53. Howcvcr , the momentum tO~1EJrd the ililplemcntdion of the identified projects

and other efforts ~t n~tio~~l and intergovernm3ntal org.lnizationo.1 levels were

serieus1y frustrated by the 'Iorsening of the /ct'rican social and economic crisis

IIhich led to th" div()rsion of resources from investment in neir industrial projects

to the rehabilitntion and revita1iz~tion of the declining industrial sector.
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54. Endced , the vc.Lue added in the manuf'ac'tur'Lng sector expanded by only 1.6

per cent pur annum in 1980-1984. However, the decline ems unevenly distributed

among the subregions, Hi th Uorth end Cerrhr-a.L ;£rico. registering p, positive

grovrth 'of 4;5 and 7.0 per cent respectiV<Jly trhi.Le , in Eastern and Southern

;.fric,,-, output rose by only 0. mere 1.2 per c ent , and the largest fall cf

4.0 per cent '1o.S registered in the ,lest :.fric2.n region. The over-af I frtll in

value added reflected t,1O brond tre,nds: the ducline in no,,, investments due to

tho inability of the ccuntries to genere.t," finance for ne"r projects ",nd the,

continuing decline of resources flOHS from developed countri"s,i1ll>tead of the

~~ssive trn.1ll>ferof rescurpes, expected from the devoloped countries. The
,- . .; • -. J "

increasing ino.bility of i4'rico.n courrtr-Les :to import industrial r:o.w npterials .

led to tho prevdence of unutilill'cd iudustrial cC,pacity because marry indus1;ril;s

trer-e established Hithout llk-olr..ing sur-e that the r",1'1 llmterials required ',rere

o.vail"ble locclly; hence such r"u matericJ.s nero imported.. The cc'tual, annue.I

perforlnllnce of tho sector fell fn.r short of th"t which would enahl,e the region

to reach the target of 1 per cent of the tror-Ld industrio.l production by 1985 as

'stipulated in the Lagos Pk.m of .lction«,

i:
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3. Natural Resources

(a) Mineral resources

55. In spite of years 'of efforts towards implementing the main objectives of

the strategy for the development of mineral resources during the'1980s as set

out in the Lagos Plan of Action,African countries have not su~ceeded 'i~ pr~v~nt

ing Africa's mineral sector from becoming increasingly marginalized in the con

text of depressed prices affecting most mineral commodities and keen competiti~

from developed and other third world countries.

56. Many objectives of the original programme have not been fulfilled. Some

of them 'were highlighted at the Second Regional Conference on Development and

Utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa, recently held in Lusaka, Zambia.

57. One of the main factors responsible for the"':row contribution of 'the mineral

sector to the socio-economic advancement of the African region is thi'lack of

sustained exploration and mineral development leading to an alarming situation

where the development prospects of Africa's mineral industry are now seriously
s,

threatened.

58. Simultaneously other aspects inherent to Africa's difficult operating con

ditions relate to poor or totally deficient transport systems, lack of training,

stringent financing ,'terms , inadequate participation and control in marketing

operations, negiigible offtake of some products by the local industrial sector,

insufficient technical and scientific support from national and subregional

institutions responsible for mineral resources development. All these aspects

are at the base of high production cost, low performance rates and returns.

59. In the area of subregional and regional co-operation two mineral resources

development centres have been established, the most recent being the Central

Af;ican Mine~~l Resources Development Centre (CAJ4RDC) which was established

in 1983.
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(b) Water resources

60. OUt of an aggregate set of recommendations outlined in the Mar del Plata

Action Plan (MPAP)* that covered the entire spectrum of activities 'in the water

sector, the Lagos Plan of Action gave recommendations on,selected specific are~

such as: institutional strengthening, formulation of plans, project identific-,', ':( .
ation-preparation and implementation ,in the wat,er supply and irrigiltion develop-

ment and iri the area,ofsubr~~ional~~~operation on shared wa~er resources.

61. The overall pi~ure on the'progress of the Lagos pian ~f A~tion is very

unsatisfactory. On the other hand, the implementation of the' action p'l.inre

mains crucial for the majority of the population .in the region t08ain fr~,
. .'; ~t ',_.' ,-

the economic and 'social benefits that could accrue from the development of:th~:

water sector. : :

62. Among the large number of constraints that hamper the development of
;'.l'")' . ; j; i ,'.

the wafer sector .are the in::ldu:pJJ.cy of policies", i.ns t.i t ut i ona I

shorttomtn~s, Olld prohlu~~ in the identification, pl~nning

and i'mpi~fuentah~n"of projects due to the low pri~rity..acco,rd~~ to the sector,

lack'bt:~anpow~iand finance. Further deficient oper~tion'andmaintenance
facilities have led to deterioration of a large number of schemes.

63. The problem of community participation has also given rise to failure of
.. " - i,,_ .

many' 'water 'supply schemes. Added to the above factors are effects of high
I.'.;'..'

population growth rate, wide-spread drought. and the glqqal economic recession

comp6uriding the laCkO;':~~Ogress in the water sector." ' ,
.' , "

"-";", .

* Mar del PTataActi'on Plan (MPAP)': " Plan of Action emanating from the United

NationsW3tel'""Cblif-etence which was held: at Mar del P'l'ata (Arg'enth~a) in 1977

to review the worldwide situation regarding water resources development and
to make recommendations for further action. These recommendations were

embodied in what is now known as the "Mar del Plata Action Plan".
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ec) Cartography and Remote Sensing

64. Although it is now five years since the LPA and FAL were adopted, the pro

gress in the development of cartography and remote sensing in the African region

.has been slow compared to other regions such as Asia and Latin .Amadca. Africa

still lacks the following: adequately trained manpower for cartography and re

mote sensing, surveying and mapping equipment, maintenance ~d repair facilities

which has left most of the existing equipment non-operational, maps of different

scales that are needed in planning and development, effective co-ordination of

cartography and remote sensing activities which are presently spread over several

ministries, sufficient priority being accorded to the role of cartography and
" remote sensing as important tools for natural resource inventory, planning and

development, and support given to the subregional and regional centres for train

ing and services in cartography and remote sensing.

(d) Resources of the sea

65. The recent rapid human population growth has increased the use of the finite

resources of the earth both in rate and in aggregate. These resources, living and

non-living, have provided food, essential minerals, energy and space. But they

can oecome exhausted, even for those which are called renewable.

66. In order to prevent and reduce damage to the resources of the sea which

arc ., ore i n t ens i.vc l y cxp lo.i t ed, the Unit cd ;'J"t·i'On5·'~r~(r-miiied '1 ·series of

conferences and recently concluded its third Conference on the Law of the Sea,·

at.)which the Convention of that name was signed by a large majority of its members.

The Convention offers opportunities and challenges to both coastal and land-locked

African States in that it confers on coastal States rights over some considerable

living and non-living resources. But most of the African countries lack· the technology

and the administrative and legislative capabilities to ca~~ full use of these resources.

67. It is therefore important to develop African capabilities (in terms of techno

logies, institutions, material and human) for the exploration, exploitation and

development of marine resources.



4. :In:larl Resource Development and Vti lization- ~-

68. In considering human resources planning, development and productive utilization,
... • ., ~ . . " ", ,1.,'- . ','

the Lagos Plan ot Action noted with concern the high rate"of popUl"ation growth,

the "rowin,," level of unemployment and underemployment, the shortage of "diffe:rent.

types and levels of t r a ined .uar.pcwe r r : th,,"i,igi, level of adult Uliterac)', ~he deficiencies

in the educat i onaI system, and lack "Or cc-ordtnated policies and.jirogrammes for manpower

training and the fundin? of trainin~ at ,t~enational level. The "Lagos Pl~"of Action

called on ,African countries" to achi eve a good measure of self-reliance ill~rained

manpower and ,technicalknAWrrh"ow.;mp ensure ti}at the adverse situation in the development

and utilizatiqn",ol", human resour,,"e5; is reversed through various measures • "j '"

69. The following'"paral!rllphs attempt to revi'ew broadly the progress 'madevin: tli\:!:

implementation of these obi ect.fves "arid the measures to be taken in order to accel,'erate

the realizatiori of th'''' cbj ectives of the Lagos Plan of Action. ,'.' '"]

70. On the call for the integrati~n of manpower pla~ning i~to overall ~~cio-economic

development planning, manpower c()m~~~ent5<hav", incre~singly been incorporated in

technical assistance project proposals, while some development plans have included
--- --.

chapters on human resources. Nevertheless, such efforts are still at their infancy

and have not contributed to the removal of t.he'<exLs t i ng structural imbalances in the

utilization "of human resources; namely, the misallocations of'the scarce available

critical manpower, th~"misrimti:h between ava i LabIe skills, kn'owledge'andattitudes, and

those demanded by deveiop~ent needs, and ~he short'fall between the manpower required by

the economy and the avaiJable.manpower.

71. Thelarprnu~ber, of unemployed and underemployed point to the prevailing

economic difficulties,.,tncing African countries which
".' .. '_,I • _. "',' ' •

ability of govarnmenus. to crea. e coud i t.Loascrequ i r ed

have sever~ly constrain~d the

for the maximum u.tili.zation of', .' '. :

hUD\aJ! .resources in ,p:J.'"oduc,tive economic ,a"t i}l~ties • Al though a ~~r;of produce i vi ty

enhancement measure-shave been developed .dn.jnany Afr i.can countri'ls,mu"h nore "Still

needs td 'be done with a view to making them more coheren t and effElctive(,;, "
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72. As regard~the LPA's call for the definitive formulation ot comprehensive

human resource and other sectoral policies and programmes that are strategic in

enhancing the quality of human resource, and the establishment of ministries of

manpower to serve as focal points for policy harmonization and programme co-ordination

in human resource planning development and productive utilization, more prcgress h~s

been made -Ln 'the ImpLomerrtat.Lon ':-.f the Iltter rec'.:r'<mcn.-"':--.ti::n t.han in the former.

73. As for the call for more emphasis on programmes with a mUltiplier effect,

such as the training of trainers and staff development personnel as well as the

training of science and technical teachers, the training of trainers programme has

sustained momentum while'increased fa~ilities in programmes for science and t~chrilcal

teachers training have emerged.

74. There has also been more emphasis on science and technical education,

though constraints, such as shortage of science teachers. laboratories and scientific

equipments, ·still·exist as formidable barriers to progress. As regards the emphasis

on accelerated skills develonment and training programmes, systematic task analysis and

development of tailor-made t rairri.ng programmes are still to be widely developed and

extensively used.

75. By far the mo~t widely undertaken activity .is the educational reform and

reorientation of educational policies programmes and practices. Th i s has been

manifested in the change of educational structure. the exp~lsion of educational facilities,

review of educational curricula and reorientation of research. ~'~ch still needs to

be achieved if education is to be·oriented more effectively to developmental needs.

76. At the regional level, the LPA emphasized the need for co-operation in human

re~ources development. A significant achievement in this direct~on was the

institutionalization of the Conference of.Hinisters Responsib l e for Human Resources

Planning, Development and Utilization, under Commissionreso14tion 389(XY}, which

is to serve as the regional forum for effective pol i cy harmonization and programme

co-ordination in human resources planniur. development and utilization. Efforts in

the identification and pIacement of African ex-carts picL.··-u;c momentum with th"

illl1Jlementation of an ECA/IC"\ (International Committee for ·lir.ration) co-operative

arrangement on a related project, executed by ECA. for the return of talent to Africa.

The support for and full ·utilization of regional and subregional institutions fell by

far· short of expectations and the adoption of employment policies that permItted free

movement of labour across boundries were not put into effect.
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77. Overall, the picture that has so far emerged in the implementation of the LPA's

recommendations on human resources is one of a slow and erratic progress and much

DDre needs to be done if the objectives of the LPA are to be attained.

5. Science and Technology

73. The implementation of the Science ~d Technology Chapter of the Lagos Plan of

Action has met with some successes although these fall far below what was expected

to have been achieved five years after its adoption. Successes have been mainly

in the areas of policies and establishment of national science and technology

machineries for co-ordinating activities in the science and technology field. While

some countries have even gone as far as creating a Ninistry of Science and

Technology, others have created commissions, comndttees, departments, etc OJ for

this purpose. However, the majority of the countries still have no machinery

for co-ordinating activities in the science and technology field.

79. Support to>~~tional and regional institutions has also continued although it

has not been adeq~ate for the sustained and effective development of the institutions

to implement their objectives successfully.

80. Although member States may be aware of the role of science and technology in

the socio-economic development of a nation, difficulties have been experienced in

placing sufficient priority in this sector as characterized by low provision of

funds for the sector in the African countries where only 0.2 to 0.3 per cent of

their GDP is:aUocated to science and technology.

81. There are other constraints that have contributed to the low implementation

rate of the chapter, some of which are:

(a) The distorted embryonic beginnings of science and technology infrastructure

of the colonial era have been slow in undergoing change to make science and,

technology relevant to the needs of African countries; ,

(b) The education,system in some countries is still biased towards humanities

as a result of which not sufficient emphasis is placed on science and,technology;

(c) Prolonged' wJtld economic recession which has been exacerbated by drCiught

'anif'restrictive tradeptactices of transnational corporations;

(d) Lack of capability for technology negotiations and technology appraisal,

acquisition and adaptation;

(e) Exhorbitant costs charged by the owners of technology;

(f) Reluctance of transnational corporations to rapidly transfer their

technology.
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, '82" The obj ectives of the Lagos/Plan' of ActIon in the transport and communications

,sector are as follows:

(a)' Promotion of the 'integration of transport and communications infra

structure with a view to' increasinp intra~African trade; ,

(bj Ensuring the co-ordination and improvement of the various transport
i : ~

systems in order to mer-ease tlleirefficiency;

(c) Opening up land-locked countries and isolated re~ions;

(d) Harmonization of national regulations and reduction to a minimum of

,physical and non-phys i.cal barriers with the aim of facilitating the free movement

of persons and goods;

(e) Stimulating the usc of local human and material resources, the

,'standardization of networks and equipment. research and dissemination of

techniques 'adapted to the African context in the building of transport and

conununications infrastructure;

(f) Promotion of African industries in the "ield of transport and

'communications'equipment; and

'(g) MobilIzatIon of .ecnnicai and financial resources during the Decade,

wfth Ii view to promotinr the develojlment and, morlernization of transport and

'communications infrastructures in Arricao

830 The implementation strategy of. the above objectives W'lS based on the, United

Nations Transport an,l C"l1'.!'\unications Decade in ,Africa which establi.shed the
. ",,' "<. '.

fol'lowing priorities:

(a) regional, subre~ion~l ~d national projects with regional or subregiona:

impacts; ,

"(I» projects for least developed countries. Iand-Locked , newly, Independent,

islane'and front-line States; ann



(c) othe: n":.iJ,lal project's•.

84. Actual implementation was·to be carried out in two phases, with the first

phase running from 1~78 to 1983 and the second phase fro~'1984to 1995. 'The

first phase progranmid end~d in 1983 although some projects started during that- . ,. .

phase are still being implemented•.A preliminary evaluation shows that;the

first phase programme consisted of 55,:' projects, estimated at a cost of

$U57,575 million with the following sectoral breakdown: transport: 422 projects

estimated at $U56:.921,56 million and communications: 132 projects estimated at

$U5653.44 million,

85. Complete and detailed information is available only on 179 of the 422

transport projec.s ann shows ~hat 72 have been cornpleted and 71 are currently

on-going, and that only 20 per cent have not attracted any funding. The

estimated cost of these projects is $U52,15l.22 million out of which $U5l,487.67

(about 69.2 per cent), has been secured. Ir; the commundcatIons sector. complete

information is available on only 32 projects out of the 132 and $U8ll8.94 million

(about 80~8 'per cent) of the total cost has 'been secured.

86, The second phase programme was launched in February 1984 and consists of

lose projects, estimated at $U5l8.3 billio~. No evaluation has yet been carried

out, ~ut availahle information indica.es that the 581 tlansport projects in the

programmes, estimated at $U5l4,429 million have already secured ~USS,375.35

million fundinr." wh i Le the 472 commun,_cations .projects estimated at $U53,930.72

million have similarly secured $U51,820,19 million funding.

•

87. In summary the Transport and 'Communications Decade programme contain's .,.. ""'"
many projects covering all the transport modes and communications sub-sectors,

specifically formulated to achieve the main objectives of the Lagos Pla~ of Action

within these sector~, viz: development, improvement, integration, co-ordination

and harmonization of the various modes of transport and commmdcat ions;

harmonization of regulations and elimination of physical and non-physical barriers,

promoting use of 'local natural and human resources and. other activities O!1,a

collection basis, and promodng the development/e3tablishment of transport and

communications industries in Africa, as well as joint efforts at mobilization

of the necessary resources for implementing the progrwmae,
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88. Concerning the implementation of the first phase programme, laudable

efforts were made by the African states, who themselves financed a large number

of projects. On its part, ECA has organized several technical consultative meetings

at which substantial financial resolirces were mobilized, continues to monitor

the implementation of the programme and is currently carrying out studies on the

harmonization and co-ordination of the various transport modes'in Africa. as

well as studies on transport and communications manpower and traihinr requirements

in the region •

'.' J I ";.)j



7. Trade and Finance

(a) Domestic trade

89. The L;lgos Plan of Action calls for particular attention to be given to

domestic trade and to improving the conditions under which it is now taking

place. A preliminary study on "The situation of domeatIc trade in Africa". . . - . . ..

was undertaken. This was followed by three country c;lse studies in Nig~r,

Senegal and Sierra Leone.

(b) Intra-Afric&1 trade expansion

90. The Lagos Plan of Action regards intra-African trade as one of the many

aspects of the African constituting the mainstay for the development strategy.

It recommended that measures directed at the reduction or elimination of trade

barriers be undertaken. In this respect, the Preferential Trade Area (PTA) for

Eastern and Southern African States, the Economic Community for Central African

States, (ECCAS) the Southern African Development Co-ordination Conference,

(SADCC), the Kagera Basin Organization, and the Economic Community for Great

Lake Countries (CEPGL) were established and provide a forum to facilitate

negotiations on the reduction or elimination of trade barriers. Assistance was

also provided to ECOWAS in negotiations on the reduction of trade barriers,

91. A feasibility study on the "Establishment of an Mricultural Commodity

Exchange for Eastern and Southern Africa" was undertaken and will be submitted

to an expert meeting in July/August 1985 to complete the first phase of the

project. Another mechanism called in the Lagos Plan of Action is the eventual

establishment of subregional and regional council of buyers and sellers for

each major commodity. On the basis of studies undertaken in this area a work

shop for buyers and sellers of meat and meat products was organized in Addis

Ababa as a first step towards that objective.

92. The countries intensified their efforts towards establishment of national

chambers of commerce which include both state and private trading companies

with a view to promoting domestic and intra-African trade. At the subregional

level, a Federation of Central African Chambers of Commerce and the PTA

Association of Chambers of Commerce have also been established. The Federation

of African Chambers of Commerce was established one year ahead of schedule in

September 1984.

•



(c) [ntel:natioaal trade

93. t,o:-', c"c-"ie:l out in this area included inter alia, A3sistance with systematic

axploit~tion'and implementation of trade and economic co-operntion potentials with

oti~r devclo?i~g e~untr£es thrnugb the completion of studies, organizing of

r.?c:;ingz an": conduc t ing: of bus inessmen t s t.ourn , For exampLa , trade 'stUdies

""r~ ",:or_ in thr< j"iat n"~tir,g of gcvernment.al experts from Africa and Latin

Ar:Brica 0:-,'1 eccncmic anti t.echrri.caI co-operation, a meeting of the Group of 77 on

$u2:ve'i11.!lD,ce of the Informetion of Prices and Raw Materials as called for under

the C~:n~i1c"lS: :.-'l:C3r~n:me of Ac't i.on ; fi1re consecutive tours of African Businessmen

f.";l 16 IfricB'l countr i es 'lith the concurrence of the gcvernments and respective

~:,c.'~ceJ:,~ or cormci.cc ar.d mini3try co cevelo?ing regions of Latin America, I,estern Asia

~r.d ~~~:~ Far Enct avid Pac.i.f i.c e These' tours provi.ded an opportunity 'in establish-

h:g {1irect (',::.'!;t<:'V~ts fr:T trade expRt!sion. Similarly s in collaboration with the

OAn p:()vi.'~~cl "8C%Sary l ogis t i.c support to African participation on the negotia-

::i0a~ cu a G?n,,:n:n.:!.izr.;c system of trade preferences among developing countries

:;'., /..c".'.,;cc.cce i.n the promotion and expans i.on of trade with centrally planned

al2.o~oDir:[' 'W,,:.G th170UF>h conduc t ed stud.ies and semin.lrs bringing together participants

:Zr,:)iil 3plGcf:cc. cC":':1triec i.n capi~-?lB of selected countr.ies in both Eastern Europe

and A,crica. Asr.;_stance was also provided in re l.at Ion to measures aimed at greater

2"':.C~'·~'::': fer Af:::ic~r. exports ill the markets of developed countries were through

3t;~,:l.i.f·""? 8CIT\.C).ng meetings eneb l ing the African region to harmonize its position

.~:'..3. ·:t:i.tb. ~;tl'eX' l:~qelopil.1g :regions, logistic support during negotiations. Fot'

L"l.Z-t~.'Lr.8, t:.b~ Lit ~~vi.l:.'.e M8t::iot'~·mdum in respect of preparations for U~~CTAD VI;

~>!'c~·',~!"'tlri~Tl.: {:o~ th,~ I·!:'r-:~ III Convention; work related with the Common Fund of

th~ Tnte~:t".:~te-.1 Prc:~1:amrJC:. of Commod i t i.e s ,

( "Q;

~5. A~ ~he subregio~al levels, each subregion r9viewed their financial co-operation

t'."!'raaZEtJe.ntr ,UuC':'1g member st.ata with a vie~" to integrating them into one subregional

ril'.11tils.tzri_< cIcaring -:':in.Q payments arrangement and in subregions where such arrange

r.:o:,:"\.t;~ do r.ot; ex i.sr, r~ewbe.r 5t&tes are urged to establish them. In this respect

UStd.Ttc:mc.Q \,j?~ PT',_)v:;_<1{~c1 to the Hes t Af~ican Clear:i..ng House. A PTA Clearing House

~.:as E.8L:5.blL~.L·~d r."A the Ceit.za l African Cl earing House is being expanded to include

,,1.1 mem'w= States of the Eccnonri.c Community of Central African States. A Trade and

DeV!?!.0prr.ellt. B."nk of the P'l'A is nov at e.n advanced stage o:'C estabiishment.
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96. At the regional level, a feasibility study on the establishment of an

African Monetary Fund was undertaken and submitted to a meeting of experts

who llave made specific recommendations to a meeting of Ministers of Finance

and Governors of Central Banks on the establishment of an African Mone~ary

Fund. At the international level, efforts were inrensified to press for the

Lagos Plan of Action call~ on resuming international ~' ",C.03 on a

fundmental reform with a view to establishing an adequate international frame

work to sustain development efforts of developing countries and to industrialized

countries and international financial institutions to give increased assistance

and aid to such countries.
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8. Measures to build up and strengthen economic and technical

co-operation including 'the creation of new 'institutions and

strenthening existing ones

97. Since the adoption of the Lagos Pian of Action various steps have been

takeri to build up and strengthen economic and technical co-operation including

the creation of new instituti.ons a"d the st!:"engthening of existing ones. Under
, '.: ,:.".

the 'aegis of ECA, regular annual conferences of the Chief Executives of the

nearly 30 multinational institutions are held for the purpose of discussing

common problems and' proposing solutions. ,It is within this framework that

the institutions have"established among themese1ves a Buffer Fund to be used

for providing temporary financial assistance to institutions in'financial

distress. The annualiccnferenc.i-, are 'lIsa concerned with the' prtlmotion and

harmonization of activiti.es so as to ;~'ldd duplication of' efforts. For this

1atter'purpose, the institutions have been grcuped under the following categories:

financial and banking, earth resou~ces, industrial development and sciences,

socio.,economic development pLannIng and management, '~r"Ge r.nd transport.

These,8roups also hold regular meetings on the harmonization and co~ordinatiOn

of their work programmes and dct1vides.

98. ,In order to:keep AfLican g0~ernments,apprised of progress being made, the

report and recommendations of the annual conferences of Chi.ef Executives of' ECA

sponsored institutions and biennial reports on the work progralllJles and activities

of , these institutions are submitted to the ECA Conference of Ministers.

99. In 1983, the ninth meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers in pureuance
. ,

of paragraph 264 (i) of the LPA. estabiished by its resolution 477 (XVIII)' an

Ad Hoc Committee 6f 10 member States of ECA to undertake ai' assessment of ' the

objectives and operations of the various existing multinational institutions

established under 'the aegis of ECA and DAU and to make proposals as to their

effectiveness, rationalization and harmonization. The Ad Hoc Committee,' which

was serviced by a joint secretariat composed of ECA, OAU and UNDP, 'submitted'

its· final' report to the eleventh meeting of che EGA Conference of Ministers

held in April 1985" The final report identified as the two main causes of the

difficulties whicpwere faced by che EGA end OAU sponsored institutions, the

lack of adequate ~embership of the institutions and the unreliable financial

support of their member SCates. The role of host governments in keeping ailing

institutions going was also appreciated.
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100. For the purpose of strengthening the institutions, the Ad Hoc Committee

also made a number of recommendations vhich vere directed at these tva main

problems. With respect to the rationalization and merger of the institutions,

the Ad Hoc Committee were able to identify institutions in respect of ,which

rationa1izatio~ or merger could be considered, and proposed a number of options.

All these recommendations including proposals for their implementation, are
, .

contained in a resolution adopted by the eleventh meeting of the ECA Conference •

of Ministers 6n the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee.
"

101. With,resPect to specialized or sectoral institutions, great c~re has ~een

taken not to establish any except where existing multilateral institutions

are not suitable or national institutions inappropriate. It vasvithin ,thi,s

framevarkthat"for inst,ance, the Federation of African Chambers 0'£ Commerce

vas established and active steps being taken to form the African Monetary FWld •. ,( " .,' . "

The advantages which RIRS enjoys by being located within the campus of Legon

University, in Ghana and, RECTAS within the campus of University of the He Ife

in Nigeria ,are most useful to the development of thesa multinational institutions,

and ,the ability of national institutions to promote multinational. co-operation,

has been realized.

102. ,Apart from specialized or 'sectoral institutions, major breakthroughs have

been, achieved in the strengthening of existing subregional economic groupings

and the setting up of new ones tovards the establishment of a continent-wide

economic community. Efforts have been made to strengthen and streamline existing

economic grouping such as ECOWAS, UDEAC, CEAO, CEPGL. The activities of the

PTA, SADCe and the Lusaka MULPOC are also being streamlined and harmonized. ECA

was instrumental in the establishment of the PTA and for the first year of its

life, acted as its secretariat. ECA and OAD jointly promoted the establishment of

ECCAS and also acted as its interim secretariat. RCA and OAD continue to

render technical assistance to these newly created subregional economic

groupings.

to provide

With respect to North Africa, the ECA Tangiers-based MULPOC continues

the, only forum for common action for the countries of North Africa.

103. Efforts have been made to strengthen the 11ULPOCs which are crucial not

only to the promotion of co-operation within their subregions but also in the

harmonization of activities between the subregions of Africa with in view to

promoting the establishment of the African Common Market by the year 2000.
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104. 1·1i th respect to technical co-operation proper am':lngst African countries,

it is well known that some Afdean countries have already deve Loped or acquired,
certain 1ev~ls of technical know-how and managerial skill which can be the

nucleus of an af~ican .cue. lndec,j, so~e or these countries are already

providing technical assiJta.:re to other Africa~ ccuntr£es. Pr.ogress has been

made in reSp2ct of Tr.DC bctueen the Africa region and the other d~veloping

regions. It is only necessary to mentiorl here for instance, that TCDC arrangements

exist between A'frican countries and other developing countries. At the inter

regional level, a @eeting of Executive Secretaries of the United Nations regional

economic commissions and itteudecl by the Cbairman of the Group of 77. took place

in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 10 ~~rch 1985 to select various project proposals for

interregional TCDC and ECDC within the context of the implementation of the

Buenos Aires Plan of Action •.



(a) Environment
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Environment and Development

-

at an SREGs Reg-ional

10 to 13 April 1984.

or Heads of national

105. In the implementation of '::" i r charrt er L",'os

Plan of Action, the ECA memher States have carried out the following activities

to promote environmentally-sound socia-economic development to protect the African

environment:

(a) Through the seven subregional Environmental Groupings (SREGs) within

Africa created' by the UNEP Regional Office for Africa, the country focal points

have identified national and subregional priority areas of environmental concern

Heeting on the African Environment, held at Lusaka, Zambia,

49 African countries participated at the meeting as Directors

environmental institutions and they produced a "Programme of

Action on the African Environment" (see document UNEP/WG.1l5/2 of 10 April 1984);

(b) The above document i5 one of the subjects to be discussed at an African

Ministerial Meeting on the Environment to be held in 1985 in response to UNEP

Governing Council decision GC.12/7 of l~ay 1984 requested by the Africa group.

(c) For the incorporation of environmental components into development

policies, strategies and programmes, the ECA member States of the Commission

established the Joint Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements

and the Environment (IGRC/llus/ENV) by EO. resolution 408 (XVI) of April 1980).

The Joint Committee is a subsidiary body of the Commission which meets every

18 months at mini5terial level to review policy and future programmes and the

progress report on environmental matters within the Africa region;

(d) As a result of technical assistance to ECA member States rendered by

a joint ECA/UNEP project on eV~luation and assessment of and advice on national

environmental machineries, 48 ECA member States have established national

environmental institutions for co-ordination of environmental programmes within

their countries as follows:

.•
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Ministry of the Environment Or part of a Hinist,ry

Environmental Department within ~; ;~inistry

Separate Council/Commission/AcademyJor the Environment.

.. \ ..

U)
31 ) 48

6 )

•

(e) Various ECA member States such as Senegal, Sudan as ,wel,t assub:l'~gional

institutions such as CILSS and SADCC have organized Regional Conferen~~~9n
" . '. " .:

combating drought and desertification; for example the Conference of Hinisters

for' a concerted. effort to combat drought and desertification in th~ CILSS, ECOWAS,

MAGHREB countries, the Sduan and Egypt, held in Dakar, Senegal, IS to 27 July 1904.

(f) ECA member States have adopted a Regi.onaI Plan of Action to Combat the

~J!lPa'"ts of Drought in Africa by resolution 499 (XIX) of May 1984 as a result of

J;iiscussion. of the Report of the Scientific Roundtable on the CURatic' Situation

and Drought in Africa (E/ECA/CH.1O/23).

(g) ECA member States have adopted two conventions and protocols for the

protection of the marine and coastal areas of (i) West and Central African States;

and (ii).East African States through the L~EP Regional Seas Programme;

(h) ECA member States have adopted a "Programme of Action for Environmental

Education and Training for Africa" through ECA Conference of ",!inisters resolution

496 (XIX) of May 1984 after discussion of the draft plan prenared by African

government experts ancI those from the scientific community, at the Joint Committee

(IGRC/Hus/ENV) in January 1984.

(i) In respect to General Assembly resolution 39/205 of 17 December 1984

for assistance to drought-stricken countries in the Horn of Africa to combat the

catastrophic effects of the prolonged and persistent drought threatening human

survival and socio-economic development, the Governments of Djibouti, Ethiopia,

Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Uganda have established an Inter-governmental

Authority for Dr~ught and Desertification (IGADD) at a Ministerial Meeting held

at Djibouti on 4-6 February 1985.

(b) Habitat

106. As regards policies and programmes on housing promotion, member countries

called on the secretariat, in accord~nce with the decisions of the Lagos Plan of

Action, to assist national efforts in promoting housing construction and the use

of subregional, rerional and international institutions.
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107. To encourage housing construction, following preliminary studies based on

i~formation supplied by the Governments of member countries through their
" .

missions and by a questionnaire sent to all member States, a seminar on the

implications of self-help, housing co-operatives and other systems of community

participation for human settlement programmes was held in Addis Ababa in

December 1983.

108. The African Development Bank was given assistance in the establishment of

"Shelter-Afrique", a regional institute for housing finance.

109. The programme for the development of local building materials included

a study of cement production in West Africa, the subregionalization of a building

research centre, and'promotion of the use of local materials such as plaster

and other materials to replace cement~ In so far as the training of skilled

personnel is concerned, after preliminary studies in some countries a meeting

of a group of experts on regional human settlements training institutions and

mechanisms was held in Addis Ababa from 1 to 4 November 1983.

,~: .'

,,

','.1

J f; .

--:".. I ~
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10. The Least Developed African Countries

110. The least developed counfiies, for vhich the !rtternational Develcpment

Strategy and the Lagos Plan of Action call for special efforts to be made to
. ':.1.' : ."_.·~'-;iL.... - •

enable them to break from their past patternS of stagnation and poverty were
• I" ;:- " - ..

most adversely affected by the recession in the,world economy. Overall develop-
','-" f:', , . .

ment performance in the African least developed countries has been dismal. In. .:;,

terms of overall growth, the average annual rate of real GDP growth declined

from 2.5 per cent in 1975-1980 to 2.3 percent in 1980-1981 and 0.7 per cent,

in 1984.

Ill. After modest growth rates of 5.7 per cent in 198b-198l, the agricultural

sector (which contributes well over 50 per cent of GDP, on the average, in all
~, ..

African LDCs) recorded a marginal annual growth of 1 per cent in real terms in
; ~ . : .--..~.

1981-1983 and declined by -4.2 per cent in 1984. The manufacturing sector,
. .' '1 ..

which accounts for an average of 7.6 per cent of GDP, deClined by 1.7 per cent

annually 'between 1981 and 1984 as compared to a grOlll'tht.rate"of2.8 per cent

during. 1970-1980. The mining sector , which is quite imporl;aJ;\t in a l\umber of.

Af~icanLDCs, has been stagnant at 1.6 per cent of GDP between, 1980 and 1982.,

due to unfavourable world market conditions which rendered miniJlg operatiOnS;,

unprofitable in most of the countries.

112. With respect to the external sector, the African LDCs had experienced per-
, • , I'

"sistent and chronic balance-of-payments problems. The current account deficit

,which wa~,$U$4.3 billion in 1980 and $US4.5 billion in 1981 improved slightl~

in 1982 and estimated at $US4.2 billion.

113. The debt problem has been a major dostnbililinr factor in 011 the African

LDCs. On the whole, the annual flow of external public debt increased by

3.5 per cent as compared to the outstanding debt which rose from $USll.5 mil

lion in 1981 to about $US16 billion in 1984. Annual debt service payments was

equivalent to 25 per cent of the annual export earnings. On the contrary, net

disbursements of total external resource flows declined by 1.2 per cent from

$US4.7 billion in 1981 to $US4.6 billion in 1983 which handicapped the implement

ation of public investment programmes. The net disbursements of official
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development assistance. CODA) increase!l by Only. 0.3.6 per cent annually during

1981-1983, while aDA commitments declined by about 2 per cent.

114. It is against the background of a difficult socio-economic environment

that the African LOCs have strived to implement the SNPA. In the context of

paragraph III of the SNPA, 12 UNDP Roundtable Meetings have been organized and

three World Bank ConSUltative ~roup Meetings have been held. The meetings have

been organized by these countries wi.th the aim of mobilizing. the requisite

external finance and technical assistance for the implementation of their re

spective development plans and pUblic investment programmes drawn up on the

basis of the strategies and priorities established by the SNPA.

•

. I

115; There is'nodoubt that the aid-cp~o~dinationmechanisms are positive instru

ments in mobilizing external resources but it is still too early to assess, the

failure"or success of the outcome of these aeetmgs;

116. In the first half of the 1980s, there has been a decline in external assist

ance to the African LDCs. Total resource flows in 1980 was around $USS.23 billion.

$US4.77 billion in 1981, $US4.96 billion in 1982 and $US4.79 biilion in 1983. The

future prospects of aid flows to the African LOCs is not bright. As a group, the
) .." ( , "

OAC countries' aDA flows declined from 0.08 per cent of their GNP in 1982 to

0.07 per cent in 1983. This is very far from the SNPA target of 0.15 per cent

of donor.,GNP·as aDA to betrans:(erred tc-the. LDCsby198S.. Given the fact t~at

the '.DAC .countrfes , on 'the aver'age , pnovrde 80 per. cent of ODA to,,:t;J:1El African LDCs.

such a 'trend is bound to have a,devastating impact on public inve~t~ent programmes

in these countries.

! "
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117. T1.ere is unanimous recognition of the fact that energy today has become

one of the most critical elements in African development strategies. Since

the adoption of the Lagos Plan of'lction in 1980 and Nairobi Programme of

Aetion in 1981 for the development of new and renewable sources of energy, the

progress achieved in their implementation has been rather slow although

achievements can be said to have been made in the area of energy policy which

has been prompted by the critical situation in this sector due to rises in

'the prices and production costs during the 1970's and 1980's.

118. Among other things the following constraints should be mentioned:

- lack of adequate integrated energy planning at'the national, subregional

and regional levels,

- insufficient analysis of energy supply and demand;

- lack of financing for the implementation of energy projects at
various levels i

- lack of qualified manpower which severely affects the development of

energy resources;

- lack of co-operation among African States in the exploration, exploit

ation and development of energy resources,

- electrification of rural areas is still a problem.



119. Chapter XII of tJ.e Lagos Plan of Action entitled ftomen in pevelopment.,

isa recognition oE" the fact that the full development 0t women ,and their ac;tive

involvement in development are prerequisites for the implementation of the Lagos

Plan of Action and its successors. The chapter recognizes the need to devote

special attention to women as a major component of the human resources potential

when conifidering the status of development and measures to be taken in al,l. the

sectors covezed by the Plan. Th~ steps to be taken to solve the problems of.

women should" therefore be co'1sidered wi thin the context of overall devel0}Jl!\ent

rather than as a marginal activity. The Lagos Plan of Action, recognizing

that measures taken during the first half of the United Nations Decade for

Women (1975-1980) had proved insufficient to address the

women in deve16ptnent, proposed Ii nel~ strategy within the

problem Of integrating; r . ,.

foll~ing sectors:

(a) Agriculture and nutrition,

(b) Human resources development,

(c) Promotion of employment of women,

(d) Strengthening of national and subregional machineries,

(e) '$trengthening th~ data base on women,

(f) Population and family life issues, and

(g) .<:ommun~cations and m"dia.

~" .- .

As indicated Joy the report of the Third Regional Preparatory Conference

to the World conference to Assess the Achievements of the 'Unit~d ~ations

Decade for WOmen held in Arusha in October 1984, the analysis of the

participation of women in developments shows that:

120. The contribution of women to agricultural activities as well as food

production, processing and conservation is recognized today, however, such

recognition has not always been accompanied by policies and measureS designed

to improve the work of women and increase their output. '~omen do not have

enough educational opportuni~ies, do not benefit from agricultural extension

services and continue to USe archaic tools.
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121. ATRCW's contribution in this area has mainly focus£l on training'

activities through the, organization of seminars, and workshops on co-operatives,_. .' "', ' ...-, " ' ". .

project management and implementation and food processing., ATRCW has also,"... " . ,

assisted,women affected by drought through a project to stu~ and proyide

t~a~ning on how to obtain maximum nutritional value from 40nated food and
....._,' .

the re,lief project ,entitled "Food for Labour". As Lndi.catied by its title,

the project involves training the population in nutrition, healtb"agriculture

and launching self-aid schemes to ensure that the a~sistance receiVed ~yth~

drought affected areas is used judiciously.

122. As far as the development of human resources is concerned, considerable

progress has been made since the adopbf.on 'of the Lagos Plan of Action in the

field of education. In elementary education, girls have almost caught up

with boys. Progress has been made in vocational training and adult education,

as well as in higher and secondary education; 'however, efforts have to be

redoubled because achievementS are still not very satisfactory since the number

of educated girls is still lower than that of boys and illiteracy is still

widespread among women. ATRCW has always felt that improving the skills and

competence of women is a prerequisite to their particip<.tion in development.

That is why it granted fellowships and organized several national, sUb~egional

and regional workshops on management, planning and project preparation
,':,

implementation and evaluation which helped to improve the technical skills of

and traditional technologies used by women. Special attention was given to

women at decision-making levels to ensure the introduction of concern for

women in development plans. Girls who had just left schcol were among the

women who had received particular attention in these training schemes to

enable them to get employment. The efforts of ATRCW have been channeled through

existing institutions. This is done at ESA"'II, Arusha, Tanzania, where manag~nt

and development planning courses have been organized on a regula~ basis since

1981. An ent~epreneurship training programme is in the process of being

institutionalized in the following institutions: the College of Adult and

Distance Education of the University of Nairobi, Kenya, and the Centre Ivorien

de Gestion des Entreprises, Ivory Coast.



123. The discrimination between men and women in salaried employment is not

recognized by law since the various labour codes make provision for equality

of salaries and working conditions for both sexes. Programmes designed to

provide women in the rural areas with prospects of carrying out income-generating
. . r

activities have been set up. However; the emp.Loymerrc 0 f women is hampred by

the fact that they do not have any knowledge of management and problems related

to reconciling their responsibilities as housewives and worJ'ing women 'as well

as rigid social and cultural norms. ,In the light of this lack of skill among

women, ATRCW organized training activities to upgrade the skills of women and

provide them with marketable skills.

124. In accordance with the"Plani of Action, ATRC'tl also conducted general

studies which highlighted the role of rural and urban women in solving thelr

food crisis and carried out the activi~ies planned under the Industrial

oavelopment Decade in Africa. Among other studies conducted by ATRCW,

particular mention could be made of a pre-feasibility study on the prevention

of food losses in Togo and Sierra Leone. Tl!at study was carried out jointly

with the joint ECA/''AO Agriculture Division.

(d) §tr~ngthgning~~f_n~tiQn~~_~Q£_~~g!~g1Qn21~mf£h~ugr!g§

125. The Lagos Plan of Action reco~mended the promotion in planning ministries

or ccmmissic~':j of the establishment of '·mmen IS uni.t;c that \'{ould be an input

to and a source of comparison of national deve Iopment.vp.lans with data on

women as well as the integration of an. action f.~luh in national strategies.

MULPOC prog~ammes for I.m were to he strengthened by increasing the human,

material and financial resourCes and priority was to be accorded to research.

These various recommendations arc> yet" to be implemented satisfactorily.

Furthermore, ,certain coun~ries have not yet established national machineries

for IWO. Among those that have, the necessary resources still have to be

provided. This is why the establishment and strengthenin\! of national and

subregional machineries have t.aken the mai,1 thrust of ATRC~1 acti,vities. In

this regard, ATRC!~ provided adv.i.sory servi.ces to member ,States and organized.

briefing seminars •.It also organized study tovrs in order to ensure ~~at the

national structures for the integration of WOr.:"ll' Ln deveLopmant; became better
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able to meet the needs of each country. All these missions and seminars

enabled ATRcrv to define the priority needs of women, to identify ,the problems

encountered and to prepare, future-c.riented strategies., These activities tied

in with those of the regional and subregional structures, namely, the sub

regional committees and the African Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the,

Integration of Nomen in Development which aimed at pr~moting the establishment

of national ~gencies to co-ordinate activities for women.

126. An initial assessment was conducted of the influence of national

machineries 011 women's programmes during a seminar held from 22 to 26 November

1982 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Participants in that seminar which brought
.• • ."j"

together high-level officials from 40 menDer States formulated recommendations

for the effectiveness of national machineries, the mobilization of funds to
, '

meet the needs of rural and urban women and on the relationships that should

exist between national machineries and governmental, national and international

organizations. Furthermore, ATRC'v published a directory on national machineries

and in 1983 made a film entitled "\videning the Circle". Both the di~ectory

and the film were meant to give some idea of the effectiveness of national

machineries.

(e) 2~~!l9".;.b~!li.ng_th~_9l!tiU;Il!Il!l_2n_':'l12!OOn

127. Generally, little effort has been made to collect data on women. However,

at the regional level, ATRCW has conducted studies on the agricultural, industrial

and technological sectors. Annotated bibliographies have been published in the

follOldng countries: Ethiopia, Mali, Nigeria, the United Republic of Tanzania,

Zanbia and Zimbabwe. ATRCW has also conducted studies on legislation and the

status of women in Burundi, ~~e Central.Af~~canRepublic, Ethiopia, Ghana,

Morocco, Rwanda, the United Republic of Tanzania, uganda and Zaire.

(f) ~~E~!e~~~_t~2E~~~~~~_~~!!~!!!t~_!~~~~

128. Because of the importance of demographic factors in socia-economic

development, women's activities have laid emphasis on the improvement of

sanitary conditions and family life. At ECA, seminars have been organized on

nutrition, health and the improvement of the quality of life in rural areas.
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Studies were ~lso .c~rried out within the period on the ~ccess of rural women

to water and suburban zones of countries members of. the Gisenyi MULPOC; food

preservation and storage in countries members of ..the YiiOunde MULPOC; and women,

drinking wat"r and sanitation in the member countries of. the Lusaka MULPOC.

(g) .• ~Qinml!ni~;iiJ.QnlO_!!DlLIllIl4j,A

129. I'nfoniiation has helped "to" raise public awareness" of"t.he role of women

in development. However, efforts can still be made to carry out the recollUliendations'

of the Lagos Plan of Action with particular reference to the tr~ining of women
. ". "., , : .

in journalism and the increase of the possibilities of ~ccess to the "media.

130. Considering th~obstacles encountered in implementing the Lagos Plan" of

Action over the last five years, it "may be conc'l.uded that the improvement of

the status of women 'in Africa 'din be' achieved only within the framewOrk of

overall developnient in the region. The serious economic and social crisis·

experienced "by lI:frica'!during the same period has been exacerf>atedby famine

and drought 'and these; have compromised the role of women asligentsand beneficiaries

of economic deveiopment in Africa. ,,;;

131. Secondly, in many countries in many countries the role of women as agents

in development has not been recognized. An analysis of various development

plans and projects reveals that this human capital has not been:fully used

even though certain facts indicate "awareness of this potential. According

to official statistics, wOmenaceount for 32 per cent of Africa's total manpower.

It is estimated that Africa has 268,127,000 women. It is also obvious that the

work of women in agriculture is" Under estimated even though they do a bigger

share of the work in sub~SaharatlAfrica for example. Trade, particularly

petty trade, is another activity where the role of women is Under estimated.

This applies also to the services sector where women are under' estimated because

they are hired as maid servants, sales girls, manual labourers etc.

•

.'-, ' .,' ,
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(a) ~!200!!!g

132, Analysis of a number of economic and social development plans has revealed....\.

the existence of certain shortcomings. the most important of whi~!t are:

(a) !'!ost countries put the emphasis on a set of more or"less fully

worked out projects which do not always take into account t.he aliocation of

scant resources. In some countries there are tenuous li~s between the..
financing system and the planning process. Hence, central planning bodies

have difficulties in implementing the plans the." draw up, and this diininishes

the effectiveness of the implementation and follow-up system,

(b) Plans tend to perpetuate the external orientation of Africa' s

. economies. Funding for plans still ',ep"nds heavily on outside sources,

(c) l"inancing of development plans is hampered by a low level of

domestic savings which is already inadequate. 'In that connection, African

States are requested to establish approp~iate structures for mobilizing

financial resources in light of the fact that external financial resources are

becoming increasingly scarce;

(d) The use by African countries of. natural resources has changed very

11ttle. Infonnation on potential is .lacking, the means to catalogue. and

develop na~ural resources are lacking, countries are dependent ·on·transnational

corporations and there are no regional or sUbregional arrangemen~s for co-operation;

(e) Although human resources development has been given special attention

much has still to be done to establish a scientific and technical infrastructure.

African countrieif'still have fe'" arrangements for exchanging technical and
manligeriai'j>ersonnel;

(f) There has been scant progress in subregional and regional economic

integration. Collective deci1'lions on economic co-operation lire not always

acted ~po~ and most countri~ do not have a central economic co-ordinating

mechanism:: .
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()) Statistics--------.--,
133. 1\.11 member States have made efforts to establish or strengthen their

statistical infrastructures with ';rarying degrees of success. However, ve:ry

. few countries have ;!;9rD1ulated statistical development plans. All countries

with the exception of four have taken part in the 1980 round of population

census, thus affirming their priorities in this area. With respect to National

Accounts, efforts have been made at the national level to establish capabilities

for compiling national accounts estimates but these have for the majority of

countries in sub-Saharan Africa not substantially reduced their reliance on

foreign experts. The position regarding the African Household Survey Capability

·Progra.'IIIlIe is slightly better. Eleven countries h-ive aff'i.rmed their' pri'or-rt i.es

in this programme by initiating integrated demographic, social and economic

surveys. On the average about two-thirds of the total cost of such projects

have been borne py the countries themselves. Six more countries have projects

formUlated and approved by their governments but due to the non availability

of the external aid portion of the cost, the projects are not operational.

It is urged that the required assistance be made available.

134, Many countries in the 'region have established producer/user committees

in statistics to discuss data requirements, collection, analysis and dissemin

ation, thus ensuring proper linkage between data collection and data applications.

It should also be noted that efforts are being made to establish comprehensive

data bases in a number of countries but these data hases are not yet fully

Operational.

Cc) !'QE!O!i':tiQ!!

1,35. "lany countries have established national mechanisms for evolving

population policies and programMes in respOnse to the provision of popUlation

problems in each country, as stated c' n the LPA.

136. They have cond~cted censuses and surveys to improve knowledge about

their populati6n and have emb~ked on the analysis of available demographic

data in order to integrate the findings into the process of development

planning.

•

,

4
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137. The,se efforts h",ye gone hand in hand with programmes to improvenat1onal

capabilities through the training of population experts at the UN regional

institutes for population studies and through the provision of short-term

on-the-job training in the context of adVisory services to member States

and through workshops and national seminars.

138. The economic crisis has reduced member States' efforts to tackle

problems of rural-urban migration, high fertility, mortality and morbidity

and to'resolvecurrent problems of unequal distribution.

139. ' Actions' have been intiatecf by member States in the area of 'lnaternal

and child health,fertility,mortlili1:y and morbidity with U.inited effects

due to scarce resources and long-term nature of changes anticipated in

these areas.
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III. PRACTICAL SECTORAL IlEASURES FOR THE ACCELERATlID ATTAINMENT OF THE

OBJECTIVES OF THE L.PA AND )"AL

140. To accelerate food and agricUlture production and achieve an annual

growth rate of 4 per cent, first and foremost, African goverrunents which

have not already done sO should make major changes in policies, strategies;

and plannfhg approaches. It will also require major institutional reforms'

including agrarian reforms. In this connection goverrunents are urged to

accord highest priority to agriculture especially the small holder sector,

with a view to increasing production, incomes and employment.

141. In particular, goverrunents which are not already doing so, may wish to

re-orientate their planning methods to involve different social groups

including small holder producers participating closely with policy makers,

planners and administrators in the planning processes. The improvement in

planning approaches should also involve strengthening the monitoring and

evaluation systems. All these call for strengthening and up-grading manpower

in agricultural planning and management and participation of social partners.

142. It is recognized that many countries which have been affected by

emergencies would have to undertake agricultural rehabilitation and lay

foundations for recovery before they can embark on medium and long-term

development measure. for sustained growth.

•

143. Some of the more important rehabilitation measures required include the

provisions of strategic inputs such as improved seeds, fertilizers, chemicals,

farm implements, draught animals, and veterinary facilities. This will also

include rehabilitation of the existing infrastructure (storage, feeder roads,

etc.) and where possible irrigation works.
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!1edium and long-term measures for accelerated attainment of~s Plan of

(a) Development and introduction of appropriate incentive systems, including
more remunerative pioducer pTice3, more effici~~t ~keting systems, adequate

and timely supply of "etrategic inputs, the availabilit};"'ofconstimer goods in

the rural areas and greater involvement of farmers es~cially small-holders in

decision making are critical sine QM~~F for increasing food and agriculture

production. Another essential aspect of incentive packages for accelerating

food and agriculture production is the motivation of agricultural staff through

the improvement of working and Iiving conditions.

(b) Strengthening ann expandin~agricultura1 research with particular emphasis

on adaptive research. In, order to cope with the drought problem there is a need

to intensify the introduction and development of drought-resistant and quick 

maturing crops, livestock and pastures.

(c) It appears that there is a serious weakness in the delivery and ir .entive

systems as concerns the adoption of research results. Beside strengthening

these systems there is a need to integrate research, extension, training and

farmer activities in a f01ward - bacKward linKage manner.

(d) Lack of trained manpower is singled out as one of the most critical

constraints ':to .'accelerE'l.t~e f ood and agri.cul tural development 6 Governments

should therefore step-up manpower development at all levels including training

of farmers and rural artisans.

(e) To improve preparedness at national and subregional levels for purposes

of tiding over emergencies and ensuring that all peoples at all times shall

have access to stable and adequate food supply, 'African governments' should

now take i~diate steps to establish food security arrangements as called for

in the Lagos Plan of Action. '!'his should be supported by measures to reduce

pre- arid post-harvest losses.
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(f) The role of physical, social and administrative infrastructures in food

ana agriculture development is often underestimated by African governments.

The sustained development of food and agriculture in Africa requires improvement

and maintenance of these infrastructures as a pre-requisite. Governments shoUld

also review and rationalize institutions concerned with agricultural development

in order to ensure their cost-~ffectiveness.

(g) In recognition of the unique position of the nomadic and transhurnan

population in the African economies'and the need to develop'and realize the
,-.r- I

vast potential of the livestock wealth,in particular,in the arid zones, African

Governments should take appropriate measures to resettle where possible the

pastoral Population through" appropriate Land tenure systems.

(h) Given the current energy crisis and the rising demand for forest resources

facing many African countries and the need to reverse environmental degradation

and to conserve national resources through environmentally sound management

practices, concrete steps should be taken at the national, subregional and

regional levels to expand forest resources, in particular through afforestation

n~asures. TIiis shoUld involve rational exploitation of forest resources and

harmonization of forestry development polici~s in Africa. In this connection,

the ECA secretariat should undertake in collaboration with FAO and other

relevant sunregional, regional and international organizations actions which

would complement the efforts of governments in harmonizing national, subregional

and reyional polici~s ;)ear~n9 on production, pricing and marketing 'of forest

products.

(L) The"commitment 6f member Sti!'tes to achfeve the objective of self-sufficiency

in food and agriculture has not been matched'by allocation of adequate resources

~or the development of this sector. it is clear more than ever before, that

the development of this sector can not materialize without deliberate decision

to step up investment in the sector. As a general guideline, the share of

agriculture in total public expenditure should be about 20 'and '25 per cent.

The international community is also urged to increase both the quality and

quantity of their assistance in support of l\.frican development efforts as called

for in the Lagos Plan of Action.
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2. Industry

145. The programme of the Industrial Development Decade for Africa, which aims

at promoting self-sustaining industrialization and self-reliant deve lopment , was

formulated as a means of implementing the industrial chapter of the Lagos Plan

of Action."

146. Unfortunately; the economic crisis started almost at the same time when

the member Stat.es began to execute the preparatory phase for the implementation

of ~he IDOA(19~O-1984):"The industrial sector has 'accordingly been beset by
, • . "~ ~ I

a multitude of problems, .w~ich in the long-term might contribute to its

collapse. Hence, the urgent need for our countries to undertake variou~ measures

to face such problems including the following:

(a) Rehabilitation and recovery programme for priority industries in the

current crisis situation - short-term measures

(i) With respect to industrial. rehabilitation and recovery, special

efforts should be made to develop industries with backward and forward

linkages to the agricultural sector and which are profitable;

(ii) Governments should encourage the participation of nationals in the

equity capital and management contracts of existing businesses in

order to increase their,share and thus reduce capital leakages

through the repatriation of profits and other invisibles. Governments

. should recognizei offer incentives to and encourage local enterpreneurs,

farmers, manufacturers, chambers of commerce and industry and should

have continuous dialogue with them in order to formulate industrial

rehabilitation and recovery policies for overcoming the industrial crisis.

(b) Medium- and long-term proposals in the context of the IODA

In reallocating new resources, priority and special incentives should be

given to those industries engaged in the: (i) exploration for and processing of

local raw substitutes; (ii) production of intermediate inputs for local use
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(natio~al. subregional or regional); (iii) use of local substitutes;

(iv) export-oriented industries earning considerable foreign exchange;

(v)

147.

promotion of intra-African trade in raw materials.
It is recommended to give full support and invest heavily at national, . '

subregi~nal and regional ievels in those basic industries, namely:

(a) ~~~~S=~:~~~=~_!:~!:~~!:~!_S~::=_~!:~~~!:::!=~' These include processed
food, leather products, wood-based industries, textiles, clothing and related

products, pulp and paper products, fertilizers and iron and steel.

(b) '~ng!n~~~!ng_£Q~~~!ng~t~!~§ which encompass general purposes machine

tools, foundries, forging units, heat treatment, meta:\. coating and machine

shops' to enable'. local production of spare parts and maintenance.

(c) B~!i!QY~£~=Q9!i!~g_9ng_Qthe~..I2~!Q~!tY..l2~Qi~£t§_~~gl!!~1ng_!n~~

=2~~~_=~:~~::~!:!2~ already identified in the IDDA particularly

agricultural equipment'andmachinery, irrigation, energy generation and trans

mission equipment,

148. The following measures will also increase collective self-reliance:

(a) Standardization and variety reduction to facilitate co-operation

in mass,production of spare parts and maintenance at national and subregional

levels.

(1;>.) . Stren.gthen national and intergovernmental machineries to carry out

effecti';',!, '\'i90tiations and consultations and investment •. ,promotion of joint

ventur~s ,and formulation of a code of conduct to govern responsibilities and

obligations in industrial joint ventures among African countries.
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3. Matural Resources

(a) Mineral Resources

149. In the light of the low implementation rate, considering the deepening

economic recession prevailing in the mining industry and aware of the need to

reverse the downward trend, urgept consideration should be gi~entowards

adoption of a more. efficient strategy which should aim at achieving the

unfulfilled objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action responding to the current

problems and those highlighted by its present crisis.
:-":""t

150. In adopting a more practical approach priority con~ideration should be

given to the following aspects:

(i) . The assessment and inventories of mineral commodities offering the
. ~ '.

best prospect of return, growth and indispensable in the industrillliza-

tion process of the region;

(ii) The promotion and technical support for mining projects which respond

to the basic needs of African development and =ontribute to increased

foreign exchange earnings;

(iii) The improvement of manpower training programmes at the national,

sUbre~ional and regional levels of ail grades and skills which are

indispensable to achieve higher outputs and will lead to greater

efficiency better performances and cost control in the mining

industry;

(iv) The identification and evaluation of projects offering quick

returns and within the reach of national capabilities and

. financial resources;

(v) The strengthening of national, subregional and regional institutions

responsible for mineral resources development and assign them

specific task~~elative to the problems affecting the mineral

sector.

(vi) . Ibe restructuration of the African mining industries and adapt its

policies as to restore ~onfidence in its sector and create conditions

conducive for new project and new investments.
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(vii) The development of greater control in mineral and metal marketing;

(viii) The need to develop 1:he small and medium sCllle mineral developments

sector in an effort to broaden the spectrum of activities of its

industry in line with the capabilities and resources of small

operators and villaqeco-operative;

(Lx) The production and use bf indigenous minerals such as phosphate

and other fertilizer raw'materials for domestic consumption by

small holders;

(x) The examination of possibilities of further processing of minerals

to increase their value added, and other socio-economic benefits.

(b) !:19tl:&:_B!lllQIU;:\;1ll!

151. In order to realize accelerated attainment of the LPA and the MPAP

in the water sector, and thereby bring about economic and social benefits to

the large majority of the population in Africa, the following actions are

recommended on ,and emergency and medium-term basis I

(1) The first emergency measure is to restrict the use of water

to essential domestic and industrial use to avoid wastage.

Large consumers such as agricultural projects and industrial

plants should be encouraged to have 'standby sources separate

from treated domestic supplies so that they can switch to the

untreated source in times of stress;

(ii) Moves should be made towards development of underground water

through the use of improved boreholes and well. designs, followed

by drilling programmes for purposes of domestic,supplies and

for small scale irrigation schemes;

(iii) Construction of small earth darns should be carried out to

provide water for livestock development and for small scale

irrigation;

(iv) Small scale water conservation schemes such as construction

of sub-surface dams, roof catchments, lined tanks dug out of

the ground should be Undertaken.'
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b. Medi~m-term activities

(i) Govern~~nts should improve their planning procedures,~or,the

water sectQr with regard to integrating sectoral master planning

" " for the water sector (drinking water supply .and irrigation).,

., with national development plans;

(ii)' Finance is recognized as one Of the 'major constraints of·'

development in the water sector; it is therefore recommende~

that governments accord a much higher priority than heretofore

to identification, preparation and implementation .of water

supply and irrigation projects by improving and increasing, both

internal and external resources.

, . (iii) Attention should be paid (a) to Lncreas ing., the eff!'ctiveness of

operation .and maintenance facilities 0:1: '.water supply schemes.

This will prolong ~he service life of the systems and will

provide a sustained and dependable source to the users and

(b) to new hand pump technologies and .. to'localnianufacture of

spare parts for hand pumps;

(iv) In order to maximize the benefits that accrue from int~grated

development of water resources in aba~in, governments should

take steps towards regional co-operation over their shared

water resources.

(c) Cartography and remote sensing

152. Co-ordination of cartography and remote' sensing activities at the national

lev~l must be harmonized into: a central body or institution that would provide

the country with all the different needs in the sector.

153. tfumber States should accord priority to the role of cartography and

remote sensing iv the exploration, exploitation and development of natural

resources by increasing the financial allocation to the sector, expand training

facilities, where they exist, and establtsh them, where they do not exist, in

order to build up adequate management and technical capacity in the country.
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'.~4. While support by becoming members and contributing financially to the

regional and 'subregional institutions is called for, member states are called

. upon to fully utilizc··theservices and facilities (surveying and mapping

service~ 'for' de~~iop~entprojectsandmaintainance and repair of geodetic and

related equipment and training of'technical staff that are provided by existing

and planned subregional and regional cartography and remote sensing· centres.

lSS. There should be co-operation at sUbregional and regional levels in the

development of manpower of an levels, the sharing of experiences, exchange

of information in the form of maps, data and charts and organizing meetings

to draw up specifications for adjustments of geodetic networks in Africa.

'~6. For the rapid development of remote sensing application by each member

State, a national remote sensing unit which would co-operate with subregional

and regional centres, should be established. The publication of the hydro

geological map of Africa should be expedited.

(d) Resources of the Sea

tS7. In order to enable African countries accelerate the development of their

capabilities for the exploration, exploitation and development of resources of

the Sea, the following is. propcsed ,

(1) At the Uational'level

(a) Development of national capabilities for exploration, national

exploration and development of resources of the. sea;

(b) Development of policies aimed at .. the conservation and protection

of sea resources in the .ExcLus i.vc Econonic Zone;

(c) ~uild up managementcapacities'sDd strengthen the management' of

the institutions responsible for promoting marine resource development. In

particular it would .be necessary also,where the resources are of good .size •. .eo

. speed up the Jevelop~nt of industrial fishing fleets and improvement of spore

facilities; uithout neglecting.. art:i.sanal fishery;

(d) Expand training facilities arid opportunities to boost manpower

development, emphasis being placed advisedly on both technical and management

training.

•
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(2) At the subregional level

(a) Exchange information, students, and expertise; joint

exploration of resources and joint conservation and pollution prevention

and control measures;

(b) Negotiate fishing rights with neighbour~ng states and

collaborate in Rand D of marine resources;

(c) Strengthen subregional maritime oryanizations to facilitate

these arrangements;

(d) Expand co-operation in the area of training to include use of

each other's facilities and institutions in the subregion;

(e) Harmonization of fisheries policies and agreements so as to
, ,

strengthen their position and have a common stand by neighbouring African

countries towards third parties;

(f) Trade in marine products as well as conservation and pollution

control.

(3) At the regional level

(a) Expand co-operative arrangements to include resource exploration

with common vessels e.g. fisheries, minerals, through cost sharing;

(b) Profit more by the usual information exchange and common traininp,

at centres of excellence within the region;

(c) Promote increased regional trade in marine products;

(d) African countries should harmonize their fisheries policies

and agreements so as to strengthen and have'a cornmon stand towards third parties •
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l~Q African Governments, as a matter of priority, should:

(al Accord priority to integrating human resources planning, development

and utilization within the .frarnework of overall nati9nal development policies

and plans;

(b~ Egtablish sectoral human resources planning and programming units;

(c) Review existing human resources management institutions" strategies,

and programmes with a view to:

(i) Creating human resources of the types, levels and quantity requi~ed

in .drninistrative, managerial, eptrcpreneural and technical fields

to fill existing skill gaps and to provide those skills required

for \frica's long-term structural transformation as called for in

the Lagos Plan of Action, and thereby reduce Africa's heavy dependenc.

on foreign manpower for the development of its huge natural resources

base;

(ii) Strengthening the management of human resources development;

(iii) 'laking employment generation a central objective of development

policy and plans; and

(iv) Ensuring that hUman resources can effectively manage the national
economies;

(dl Encourage, varioas inst~tutionsand agencies to undertake innovative

action-oriented research to identify and simulate initiatives for the

conceptualization and development of appropriate measurement and projection

tools concepts, methodologies and models for human resources planning, development

and utilization.

Action at the national level

1 "g. African Governments shculd ensure that objectives in the area of human

resources should seek to:
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(a) Ueet the pr2::;~:'lt ..::.nj·· i;"4ture c}:;i"!1ar...Js of t.;'1C economy for trained and

skilled personnel and to provide a skills base which is fundamental to national

development;

(b) Enhance productivity and efficiency in all sectors of the.economy,

including the infonnal SCCb.jl:;

(c) Constantly upgrade skills in order that the ,,-ork force can respond

with flexibility and adapta~ility to changes in technological and economic

development;

(d) Ensure that local skills and experiences are developed in order

to replace expatriate ~orkers;

(e) Adopt and apply appropriate working conditions, conditions of

service and effective incentives systems in order to tap the full potentials

of human resources and maximize their productivity; and

(f) Reorient educational systems so that they could respond more

effectively to the changinq needs of the economy and the labour market.

160. Governments should strenqthen hwoan res~urces planning and programming

efforts by:

(a) Integrating human resources planning into overall socia-economic

development planning-

(b) Strengthening their data and information base for manpower planning;

(c) Reviewing the human resources concepts applied in planning manpower,

employment and productivity,

(d) Strengthening humw< resources planning skills.
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(iii) ~~~!~E_~~2~2~~~~~_~~~_~!!!!~e~2~_~~_~~~~_£~~~~E~~~

161. For the effective utilization of the existing human resources, it is

important for African Governments to:

(a) Adopt :::ce.o.L.,,·,.i_ ~'e~r",,-tmenc pol:'cies "J,ich wouLd ensure the effective

allocation and matching of skills with job demands:

(b) Ensure that ull potential employees have easy access to existing

labour market information systems;

(c) Jevise and apoly appropriate conditions of service, including

incentive schemes to attract and retain professional and skilled manpc.~er;

(d) Devise measures that are conducive to and attractive for the return

of nationah living and working abroad and, thereby, improving the stock of

available manpower;

(e) Avoid frequent and inappropriate movement of personnel in the public

service, especially at senior levels, in order to ensure continuity of policy

formUlation and implementation.

(iv) ~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~_~~~~~2~~~~~2_~!_~~~~~~~~~~~~!_~~=~~~~~~~~_!~~

~~~~~_~~~~~E~~~_E!~~!2~l_~~~~!SP~~~~_~~~_~!~~!~~!~S2

162. African Governments should, as a matter of urgency, set up appropriate

machineries to facilitate the formulation, co-ordination, implementation

and evaluation of human resources policies and practices. Such machineries

should include the folluwillg:

(a) A central agency responsible for the overall planning, policy

formation and co-ordination of human resources planning, development and

utilization. Such an agency should be centrally placed in order to be effective;

(b) Sub-organs at various levels and in key sectoral areas dealing with

specialized functions of human resources development and utilization which are

effectively co-ordinated by th~ central agency to avoid duplication and

wastage .'

(c) Central labour market information systems;
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(d) A centralized manpower data ba~~ ~o facilitate access to manpower

infonnation;

Ce) Foster recruitment and staff-management policies and practices that

reward qualifications and efficiency so as to motivate workers toward higher

productivity levels.

163. Action tCJ imprOve the management of human ,resources should also be

taken at th~ subregional and regional levels. The following are some areas

in which co-operation is strongly recommended:

(1) The strengthening of specialized institutions in priority areas

such as science and technology: indus-trial development;:· natural resources

development; develoPJllent and financial management;- climatology; water resources

development; iX:rigat~on science; engineering, e1:9.;: to act as 'lead institutions

capable of catering for manpower development needs at the regional and

subregio~al levels:

(ii) 'The sharing of qualified personnel through technical assistance

arrangements or by facilitating mobility between employment markets across

frontiers;

(iii) The initiation of joint research and stUdy prbgrammes to refine the

region's tools for manpower, employment and productivity'planning, and'for

improving development management;
.. " . ;.

(iv) , The further strengthening of co-operation, exchange of experiences

and adoption of common strategies, approaches and policies in the field of

hUman resources management within the framework of the Conference of Ministers

Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utilization.

(v) According priority to the utilization of African technical

capabilities and expertise.
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s. Science and Technologv

164. Practical measures for the accelerated attainment of the objectives of
, ,t • • ". '_ .. ' .~, _. t ;

the Lagos Plan of Act Lon and the Final Act of Lagos are r "
• , --r,

(a) Member States should:

(i) Accord high priority to sttengthenin~ National Science and Technology

Co-ordinating mechanisms where they do not exist,or in creating new
. '~

ones, in vie~ of the inter~ectoral nature and ~plieation of science

and technology;

(Li.) Continue to harmonize rheLr national policies onjna t t era of science

and technology de-:elopl1!ent and technology transfer at subregional

and regional l eveLs and establish ,11' harmonized ,system of exchange

and dissemination or research,experience and results;

(iii)' Continue and intensify their support and strengthen the activities

of the African Regional Centres, such as ARCT and ARSO responsible for

the development of science 'and technology;

(iv) Be encouraged to grant scholarships to African students in order to

strengthen co-operation among African c~untries;

(v) Intensify their participation in the negotiations pertaining to the

United Nations Financing System for Science and Technology for Develop

ment and in the international code of conduct for technology transfer;

(vi) Pay special attention to the problems of maintenance of equipment,

production of spare parts and organize relevant training in this field;

(vii) Strengthen their co-operation with NElDA (Network of Educational

Innovation 'and Development in Af'ri~a) and ANSTI (African Network of

Science and Technology Institutions);

(viii) Strive to increase the financial allocation for science and technology

to reach a target of at least 1.0 oer cent of the national CDP.
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(b) Spoc iaI cff'Jrt shou l d hCrrladeby the United Nations agencies, other

international organizations as well as developed and developing countries

when establishiJl!.' thelr work proQrammes to provide scholarships to African

stuccnt s to r-eo r i cnt to ;-::ric,...L~ .:1c;::°:1s tr~ininE ,ye s c i encc anr! technology

manpower, throu~h co-ordinated -rrogrammcs in schools, co l l eacs and universities.



6. Transport and Communications

165. It would be noted from the evaluation of the first phase programme that

while reasonable and hi ghLy ccmmendabIe effort is being made by African countries

in im~lementing the Decade programme for tne achievement of the LPA objectives

in the transport and communications sectors, accurate and complete information

has not been communicated to ECA by most African countries in spite of serious

efforts made.

166. In adoptinr the second phase programme, the ECA Conference of Ministers

gave special emphasis to the imalementation of those transport and communications

projects which foster the physical integration of the region and particularly,

the rehabilitation and maintenance of existing infrastructure and facilities.

It was recommended that:

(a) Member States request the United Nations Secretary General to provide

ECA with adequate financial resources to or!,anize the Fifth Conference of

mnisters of Transport, Communications and Planning in 1986;

(b) African States appeal to t:1e lJ}lDP to continue to provide financial

support for the operations of the Decade Co-ordination Unit. which is responsible

for monitoring the implementation of the programme;

(c) African States ap~eal to donor countries and international financial

institutions to participate in the technical consultative meetings, increase

their support for the Decade projects and provide ECA with bilateral/multilateral

experts;

(d) African States: (i) intensify their efforts in financing their Decade

projects, (ii) make every effort to provide ECA with all information on projects,

(iii) give emphasis to maintenance and rehabilitation, anci intensify their co

operation in regional/subregional projects and (iv) seek to allocate the maximum

resources to the development of transport and communications, in their national

plans;

(e) African States harmonize and co-ordinate their air transport policy.
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7. Trade and Finance

(a) Domestic Trade

167. A. thorough inventory of domestic trade potentials should be carried out

in each: country particularly in food and food products; corrective measures

should be introduced in the pricing mechanisms of agricultural commodities so

as to facilitate the formulation of pricing policies which deliberately ~rovide

incentives to local producers and domestic distribution channels; review of

commercial banking and credit facilities should be undertaken and appropriate

measures taken to ensure that credit lines are made available to local private

and public enterprises specializing in domestic trade; and domestic resource

based production units should be promoted and should be accompanied by extensive

education campaigns designed to reverse the present consumptions patterns in

favour of domestically produced goods.

(b) Intra-African Trade

168. Measures directed at increasing intra-African trade should include the

following: Undertaking of supply and demand studies at the subregional levels in

order to identify the potential of intra-subregional and intra-regional trade;

the development of regional standards for products of interest of intra-African

trade should be intensified; negotiations on medium and long-term supply and

purchase contracts should be commenced; consultations on the harmonization of

trade liberalization arrangements among subregional economic groupings should be

started to lay ground for the establishment of an African Common Market; measures

should be taken at the subregional level to establish joint production ventures

and marketing channels among member States for the purpose of promoting intra

African trade; member States should as much as possible dir~ct all their intra~

subregional trade transactions through the existing clearing houses by imposing

regulations requiring that payments can only be done through clearing houses;

subregional import and export credit facilities to be backed by the African

Development Bank and/or existing subregional and national development banks should

be established.
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169. In addition, member- States are requested to undertake effective measures

towards:

(i) Reduction and removal of tariffs and non-tar i ff burrrers ..

restrictiag intra-African tl'ade;

(it) Revising and' where necessary~ implementing trade'and payment agreements

applicable to intra-African exchanges of goods and services with 'a

view to minimizing the useoi,conYGrtible currencies particularly

through African clearing. houses , ,for tho purposo of promoting

·.·intra-African trade and economic co-operation.

170. Th"eCA S~cretaria,t, assisted by other relevant institutions as appropriate,

is requested to compile a comprehens ive study on the factors affecting intra-
. '

African trade, inclUding in particular:
. '.'., (;

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

tariffs. an>! non-t.ari ff barriers affecting intra-African trade;

African trade and payment agreements:

Exchanp;e rntes and exchange control policies affecting intra

Afri~an trade and economic cry-operntion.

171 Tho ECA Secretariat is also requ0stod to submit its recommendations with

respect t.o jneesures that could bo t akon to' promote Int.rn-Af'r-i can trade, bearing

in mind the results of the above comprehensive -study ,Which should also include a

nctibn on African'cxp<irtab1e eolids ahd sE;rVices which could 9ubstitute non-African

Irapcr-cs of e60ds and' serv i.ces such as shippine',' consul t ancy and contracting services.
~ •• <),'

(c) Intern<>ti{)nal Treed"

172. The following action at international level is needed at tDeinter~ation~l

level in order to accelerate tile i mp l emerrtat i on of the Lagos Plan o{'Aeti~n:

(a) Africa should strengthen i tspcrticipntion in tho South-South dialogue :;n~"

call upon the Group of 77 to institute measures, through regular meetings and

consultations ~ith a viow to following up on tho decisions taken in various'

international ttflde fora;' '(b) Af'r-i.can count r i es should continue to press for gaining

. ,. ~ :

•
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increased share in decision-making at international level taidng' account of

the need for continuity of the composition of African representation.

(d) Finance

173. Measures to promote financial co-operation at the subregional level should

include the following:

(i) increased utilization of existing clearin~ house facilities;

(ii) studies on linking subregional clearing and payments arrangements

into an African payments union should be started;

(iii) co-ordinated measures should be taken to establish financial

markets at the national, SUbregional and regional levels

(iv) efforts to facilitate the establishment of an African Monetary Fund

should be increased and sustained; and

(v) increased co-operation between African commercial banks to promote

intra-African trade.
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colleotive self-reliance to help them restructure their economies and combat

poverty and underdevelopment. In the meanwhi Ie the exchange of information at

the bilateral, subregional and regional levels must be intensified particularly

with respect to technical assistance and training facilities and fellowships

that Afri~an countries can make available to the African countries.
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8. Measures to build up and'strengthen economic and technical co-operation

including the creation of new institutions and strengthening, existing ones

174. It is proposed that:

(a) African countries shoult give their full politiCiU and' financial'

support,~o the multinational institutions which have been est~blished at their

own requestr They must rededicate themselves to these.institutions. The

Executive Secretary of ECA and the Secretary-General of OAU should explore waYs

of achieving these ends. In ?articular, they should take all necessary action

proposed in the recommendations of the eleventh meeting'or'the ECA Conference of

Ministers of the Report of the Ad":Hoc Committee.

(b) Regular annual Conferences of Chief ExecutivEllof ECA and OAU sponsored

institutions should be heldt~ discuss common problems and to promote the ~o

ordination and harmonization of activities and the avoidance of duplication of

efforts.

(c) The a~tivities of the I~LPOCs towards the harmonization of the
. .., 1"

ictivities between the subregions with a view towards the promotion of the

establishment of the Af~ican Economic Community by the year 2000 should be

intensified.

Cd) A timetable for technical and political preparations for the

establishment of the African Economic Community by the year 2000, should be

established.

(e) The ECA 'ind OAU and host governm~nts of institutions ,should establish

co-ordinating units so as to promote the effective co-ordination of the activities

of the institutions.

(f) African countries should facilitate the implementation of the Fund

for Te~hnical Co-operation among African countries s~t up by the 12th Summit of

the OAU Assembly or' Heads 'of States and Government.

(g) EGA and OAU,shoulq take all nec€lssarysteps:to institutionalize TCDC

among African countries within a mul t i.nat i onal framewark .as .. a feature of
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9. Environment and Development

(a).··Environment

175. Measures for the accelerated development of the provisions of the Lagos

Plan of Action, involve the following:

(a) An increased effort and searc~ for financial support to strengthen

their national capabilities to solve their environmental problems in the African

region;
:. I,'

(b) ~~far natio~al co-ordinating machineries exist in almost all

African countries, but instituti~nal building on legislative with supporting

administrative measures are still required by member Stat~s;

(c) African member States that have not already done .so, should also

develop African national standards for the protection of the environment on

the basis of regional standards developed by ARSO and the ECA;

(d) On the more pressing issues of combating drought and desertification

member States shoul~ put emphasis on the promotion of TCDC for affected countries

to pull their resources together to deal with these transboundary scourges;

(e) African countries should also promote exchange of information,

expertise and technology on desertificati9n control; and those that have not
"

already don~.so, should develop national ,planll of actions and the necesi;ary
. ~,

co-ordinating mechanisms within the country to combat desertification;

(f) African countries shoUld promote the formation of subregional and
:.\' ., -, "

regional networks for:monitoring and early warning systems, afforestation, sand

dune stabilization and other corrective measures for desert~fication control

within the African region;

(g) African countries are urged to i;tudy and impl~ment the recommendations

for a concerted effort for a joint policy to combat desertification and drought

in the Sudano-Sahelian region as adopted in General Assembly resolution 39/208

of 17 December' 1!nt4 taking into account th'e resul ts 'pf. the !Unisterial Conference

convened at Dakar at fhefnitiative of the President of Senegal.
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(1)) Vabitat

176. During the various meetings held at th~ request of the Governmen~S of

me-nber srat cs to decide on strategies for ccml-at ing the drought and

desertification now prevalent over large areas of the continent, it was

-recommendec that:

fa) priority should be given to policies on the organization of the

physic&l environment;

(b) the institutions and techniques used in such policy need to be
•

multi-disciplinary and include specialists on the problems of urban development

and the organization o~ the architectural environment;

(c) that special attention should he devoted to developing the means

to pursue such policies;

(d) national resources for the joint use of building research laboratories

and centres sl-ould be pooled in order to foster the use of local raw materials

to make buildini' materials and the development of techniques for using such

materials;

(e) at the same time, a policy of support for local (or national)

building firms aeeds to oe promoteu;

(f) individual and col]~ctive efforts by member States to set up the

institutions f01" a housing financ", policy should be intensified;

(v) exchanges of information on systems for deaLi.no with pullic partici

pation In housing poLic i es and ~rogrammes should be organized systematically;

(h) !'.frican countries should. participate fully in the activities planned

for 1987 proclaimed Ill' the United Nations as the International Year· of Shelter. ~

for the Homeless to take full ndvantave of the Year's activities.
L , I

(i) Buildin~ codes for rural and low-cost hous i np should be developed

by ARSO and ECA for the use of and application by member; St.~tes.
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10. African L~ast Developed Countries

1/7. The period 1931-l9<l4 represented a poor start of the International DeveIop

lre,"~C <,trategy and the LaRos Plan of Action (LPA) in Af'ri ca , It would appear

therefore, that a new policy orientation would be required in order to achieve

the objectives of the Substantid Uew Programme of Action within the framework

of the strategy and the LPA .during the second half of the 19$Os. In the context

of se l f-cre Li.ance for self-sustained development, the African LDCs should re

COfTlize that the primary responsibility of developing their economies rests

with themselves and that their total political commitment to the Substantial

New Programme of Action for the 19805 for the LDCs is an indispensable policy

instrument for the attainment of the objectives and strategies of the programme

in the African Region;

178. The African LOCs should establish policies and appropriate institutions

capable of enabling agriculture to flourish as a foundation for broad national

development with increased emphasis on measures aimed at achieving food self

:;ufficiency by the turn of the 1980s. These countries would have to endeavour

to r8habilitate, and efficiently manage and maintain existing infrastructures

especially those directly related to effective oneration of major productive

sectors. Increased recourse must be placed on the development and effective

uc'i.l i zat i ori of domestic raw mater i a l s in order to establish a sound industrial

base and to promote, especially sec~oral, inter-linkages supportive of agro-based

activities.

179. In order to enhance greater economic co-operation and integration in the

Region, the African LDCs are urged to pay particular attention to the development

of subregional schemes as a means of exploiting wider markets and other atter.uant

economies of scale S0 as to minimize the extent of typinF up scarce national

investment capital In idle capacities; countries should also intensify efforts

to effectively mobilize and efficiently utilize domestic resources for development;
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180. In view of the 5 t ruc ..ur a, weaknesses ally ""'1,,1' pecul i.ar economic circumstances

of. the African LDCs, it is incumbent upon the international donor community to

show the required POlitical will and to make available the necessary investment

resources and othar ,11r·:,,(.n~t i:~(.~asureg in tho conr.e rt vr.e SNPA as adopted so as

to ensure the programmes' nlilest and expeditious implementation during the

second half of the 19805.

181. In particular, urges developed donor counti-ies , especially those who have

not yet done so, to take the necessary measures aimed at attaining the SNPA

target of 0.15 per cent of donor GNP as aDA or to double their aDA to the LDCs

and to make available such assistance as are adaptable to the special needs' of

the LDCs on an untied basis, There is also the need to introduce more flexibility

in aid practices and modalities so as to speed up the disbursements of committed

funds.

182. Developed countries should.respond positively to the requests of African

LDCs for the alleviation of their debt burden and if possible the outright

cancellation of official development assistance (ODA) loans.

183. Recognizing the hea"" dependence of the Afric"" Least Oevelo1)ed Countries

on the export of a nar-row range of primary ccmmoJities for their foreign exchange

resources. the International Honetiry Fund (IMF) i.s invited to give special

consideration to the African least developed countries in the utilization of

the IMF Compensatory plnancln~ racility (CFF) for short falls on the export

earnings of these countries.
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ri, Energy

184. In order to accc Icr-rtc 'bhe attainment of the objeotives of the LPA and FAL

in the energy field, the following measures are nronosed:

(1) At the national level

(a) Promotion of development of indigenous oonventional energy resources

suoh as sffi811 reserves of oil and gas and semi-commercial deposits of coal;

(b) Attention should be paid to the development of now and renewable sources

of energy such as solar enGrgy, wind energy, energy from biomass and hydropower

whd~e technologies arc current~ available;

(e) lunong the rcnewa1)le sources of energy the development of ocean energy in

tropical &1'ld subtropical ilfricen countries should be encouraged as a way of

suplementing the traditional sources of energy, and, research in the development

of oceml energy sh0uld be intensified;

(d) ;Energy planning should be integrated into the overall socio-economic

development p Iannmg at the national level;

(e) Training facilities for the systematic development 0: ,l.ll levels of man

power resources for energy production and utilization should be strengthened or

established:

(f) The programme of rural electrification should be given more priority

and intensified through the development of such, energy sources as Mini- or Micro

hydropower schemes, pno.ovol.d~cs, Wind, lignite ~lU peat;

(g) Rapid .J.fforos ht.Lon programmes thruU/;'h the usc of fast gro~1i.'1g free

species should be intensified in order to ensure renewable supply of ~ood fuel

which constitutes about 80 per cent of energ"'J sources for the rural population;

development and utilization of efficient wood burning stoves should be promoted

in the rural and urban areas ,
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(2) At the subregio;w,l level

(a) Greater co-operation between member States in the subregion should be

promoted through hnrmonized policies, joint exploration, exploitation and develop

ment programmes, R and D and training progrnmmes as well as forming c6mmitte~se or

commissions to discuss problems of common interest and institutions to conduct

R and D work, training and provide advisory services;

(1;» Subregional institutions such as ECOlif>.S, DJCAS, PrA and ,s:..reC should

assist in fostering co-operation among the member States in the field of energy.

(3) At the regional level

(a) Compilation of inventory of both conventional and new and renewabie

energy sources should be

level widely publicized.

intensified and informati~n and data at the regional

The publication of the Atlas, by the ECA, for energy

resources in Africa should be expedited; inventories of available technologies

for developJllent of new and renewable sources in Africa should be compiled;

(b) Thee e:;;tabli~ent of the African Energy Commission to be respons:j.ble

for co-ordination of activities in the field of energy should be expedited;

(c) Regional workshops should be organized for in-depth treatment of each

of the various energy planni11g issues: Energy management, enerB'Y"'"survey metho

dologies and institution bUilding.
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12. Women and development

185. The recommendations of the Lagos Plan of Action on women's issues are

still valid. In fact, they have become more relevant against the serious

economic and social crisis in the continent which, as stated above, have been

made worse by drought, desertification and famine. These views are found in

the Arusha forward-looking strategies for the Advancement of Women adopted on

12 October 1984 which advocate a more integrated approach to the issue of

'women and development.

186. Development planning and policy making, determine future action by allocating

scarce resources for the achievement of national objectives. These objectives

are to improve the conditions of living of the entire population. Women must

thus be taken seriously into account in development planning both as contributors

to and beneficiaries of development efforts. The most pressing need of the

region is now considered to be that of food. In the formulation of integrated

solutions to this problem the pivotal role of women in this sector must be

recognized and acted upon.

187. Since there is a close link between agriculture and indu~try•. which needs

a thriving agricultural sector for its raw materials and for its market, the

weak technical position of women in agricultural production is a contributory

factor to the present unsatisfactory situation in industrial development.

Priority should be accorded to vocational training to women in rural areas.

Among the major obstacles to industrial take-off are lack of skilled manpower.

National industrial policy in the region has provided few employment opportunities

for women. The very limited employment possibilities for women in the formal

sector, the tendency to choose capital rather than labour-intensive industries,

discrimination against women by employers, place obstacles in the opportunities

open to women. If women are to participate equitably in industry, and in all

areas of development it is ossential that action at institutional lcV'CCl.:shOU~~be

taken-to diversify their training so as to fit them-f~r a full role in development.
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188. It is also essential that special measures be taken to reduce. - {,' ,

between boys and girls ineducation'~ndminimize drop-out rates.
the imbalance

and

of public health

men and

189. Women should be involved in the planning and delivery, .,. r,' " , .

care 'services. Family health education progra~es sho~ld involve both

women. Adequate measur8s should be taken to reduce the rato of infant

maternal mortality.

.,:

,-j.,

, .

,.
, ,



13. Development planning, statistics and population

(a) Development planning

190, The swift and efficient execution of the Lagos PI~n of Action's proVls10ns

on planning requires substantial changes in the approach to, content and organiza

tion of economic policy. Depending on the country. these changes may imply the

recasting, reorganization or strengthening of planning institutions and the creation

of new national capacity for identifying, studying and taking action conducive to

genuinely internalized and self-sustained development.

191. It is therefore important for plan design and execution to aim increasingly at

the solution of s-pecific socio-economic -problems in particular sectors and/or

institutions. All agents of production and distribution, as well as those concerned

with research and deve lopnent , must be involved in the decision-making process from

the very beginning of work on plan design and execution.

192. If all decisive groups are involved in the planning process, realistic growth

targets consonant with the Lagos Plan of Action can be set and attained on the basis

of specific problems to be dealt with in the various socio-economic sectors. In the

African context, the changes sought in the distribution of goods and services should

gi ve greater preference to goods and services for low-income populations in order to

raise their living standards and productivity and create a broadly-based growth

structure.

193. The formulation and application of specific subregional and regional programmes

in the priority areas of the Lagos Plan of Action are vital to the survival of the

continent. Merr£~r States should accordingly strengthen ~nd make rational use of the

many institutions for regional co-operation. African States should strive to

strengthen machineries set up to assess and monitor their national developllent plans

to make allowance for possible adjustments as a result of the economic situation.

(b) Statistics

19A. Member States should make more serious efforts to formulate statistical

development programmes and ensure that these are t ncorporatcd in national development

plans, ECA would oe ~roviding assistance in formulating such plans if so requested

•
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by governments. With respect to the African Household Survey Capability Programme

(AHSCP) efforts will be made in the coming years to ensure that the six countries

which have developed survey programmes but which are not yer operational modify

these programmes so that they can be implemented without undue reliance on

external aid.

195. Some countries have requested assistance in formalizing their survey

programmes and will consequently become part of th0 AHSCP this year. Other

countries will be given assistance in the next two years to draw up their

survey programmes and then to implement them.

196. A workshop on statistical data base development for English-speaking

countries is planned for this year te be followed by another for French

speaking countries. After these workshops have been convened, ECA will assist

African countries which have already requested assistance to establish their

statistical data bases.

(c) Population

197. The population of independent Africa estimated at about 500 million by

rnid-1984 had been growing annually at a rate of 3.0 per cent. Such a rapid

growth rate, among other things, yields a young age structure, a high dependency

ratio and low savings with concomitant low investment potential. It places

difficulties on development efforts by way of providing such social services

as education, health and housing. It also increases the demand for food,

unemployment, and bears a potential for political and social upheavals.

198. If appropriate measures are not taken to influence existing growth rates,

the total population will re2ch 888 million by the year 2000 and 2.17 billion

by 2025 at an increasing annual rate of 3.6 per cent. This will accentuate the

deletorious effects already noted. For the first time in history, at the

Second African Population Conference held in Arusha (Tanzania) in 1984, Governments
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asserted that population ~rowth rates should be compatible with desired economic

Rrowth lind social development 'mals. They identified actions to be taken which

constitute the lCilim2nkro Pro<;r""'me of Action on Popul a.t.ion (KPA) and covered

key arc ts of possihL' i ntcrvcnt ion namely populat i on arid deve Iopment; strategy/

policy; fertility and F~~ily Dl~nning; mDrtality and morbidity; urbanization

and nonul at i on distribution; chanoi np role of women in the devo lopment nrocess;

children and youth~ pooulatiDIl datCl collecticn/nnnlysis/trnining and research;

popUlation information; anc, com~unity involvement and role of private and

non-governmental orranizations.

199. Population should be seen as a cGntral component in formUlating and

implementing pOlicies and orofrarnmes ror accelerated socia-economic development.

National provrnrsrnes to r educe current high lovels of infant, childhood and

maternal mortality and morbidity as well as fertility .in women particularly

in the rural areaS' should be implemented. A comprehensive rural development

Dolicy aimed at reducing the current hif,h rate of rural-urban migration should

be integrated into the overall development planning process. Equally, since

the bulk of the population (over 75 per cent) of member States particularly in

the rural areas is very unevenly distributed, the concerned (;,lcrnments arc

urged to adopt pertinent nODulation redistribution policies aimed at ensuring

better utilization of availllble space.

200. Although most of the recommendations in the Kilimanjaro Programme of Action

are addressed to Af-rj can Covornment s , the TQginnal and subregional organizations

should assist member States, as may be reqUired, to adapt them to their own

socia-economic conditions 0,

201. In vi~w of the importance of population issues in the development

process, the international community is requested to increase its financial

assistance ,to African countries in this field.
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PART II. SPECIAL PROGRAMME OF ACTIONF0!lr, ~.ROVEMENT OF THE FOOD .. . i

SITUATION AND REHABILITATION OF AGRICULTURE IN AFRICA, .

202. The ~oor performance of ehe food. and agriculture sector, which .s iis

. welt. known, ,is the predominant sector, is at the root of the unpreced~ted

economic and. social crisis that Africa is presently facing.· As in4~t~d

earlier 21 countries with a population of over 200 million are pres~tly

facing food emergencies with 30 million people being seriously affected and

10 million people forced to move in search for food, water arid paature 'for

~~ei1 cattle. q~.

203. Indeed, the current drought-induced crisis has only ltggravated an'already

deteriorating situation in the agricultural sector; Annual 'average growth

rat:es of the sector decreased sharply from 2.7 per cent during the 1960s to 1.6

per.' 'cent in the 19'70s. The 'deterioration is even more serious in food

. "pt'Oduction which' increased by only 1.5 per cent per annum during the 1970s.

Between 1980 and 1984 agriculture performance further deteriorated. It was

as low as 0.1 per cent for the period as a whole with negative growth rates

in 1983 and 1984. According to ECA/FAO projections, Africa's self-sufficiency

ratio in cereals will drop to about 71 per cent by the year 2008 as against

86 per cent ·in 1980.

204. , Drought has' plagued many countries for three years or longer periods.

Even' though the current drought seems k~ be an a - periodic phenomenon, as it

has abated to so;~e;d~gree in p~rts~j(~e~tern and southern Africa in 1984.

while eastern Afr'ic~ was bad:1y 'hit, it:' ~en:erallypersists through much of

Af:t::i:ca. It h therefot'e·~~es.ary to deyt,,!,,'l!l~sures that would ensure that"
.. , oj",>

.the~ountries most affected by drought; carr-cepe .not only with the planning
, .' .") - .. - .', ' .... .'. .

and, elt.eC\1tioti of. relief operations but aho wieh!uture emergencies through the
. '" • ,.; ~ ~ ,_ • '. . ' , . -. . _. I _.' .

strengt~~;iri~~f their capacity to respond~nd their state of preparedness.

Drp.ught.and..othef~aturalcalamities a~e not:uniquely., African problems •
• ', .. ' " ' •. '", _ .. I '. ! _. .... ,', .

Many countdes.in both developed and developing countries are also affected by
.' '" ' , . .' ,-. .

it. What ~k~s the African case so glarJng is their low capacity to respond

efficiently both individually and collectively.
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205. Beyond the immediate problems of survival of mill!icnis of"Afri~ans it is

necessary to attack the root causes 6f Africa'a declining food and agriculture

sector, and this must begin now and be sustained in the short, medium and

long-terms. Since Africa has adequate potential to feed its population, it is

most urgent to launch a special Programme of Aetion that will address all

aspects of the current food'and agriculture crisis namely emergency, short,

medium and long-term.

A. Immediate measures to combat food emergencies

206. The critical food situation now facing most Africa makes it mandatory

to take immediate measures to deal with the problem. These measures should

incluue better preparedness as well as improved planning and management of

food relief operations. While these,measures should be evolved and taken

primarily at national, subregional and regional levels, the magnitude of the

relief requirements call for international assistance to complement Africa's

own efforts., ,

1. National measures

207. Experience during the past two years has shown that two aspects ~re

particularly important in the current drought emergency situation. First,

it is important for African countries to develop a system that would enable

them to forecast the occurrence of food emergencies and their localization.

Secondly, the affected countries should be in a position to plan and manage

efficiently the delivery of food to the affected areas.

s. EstabliShment, QrStrengthening ,of National Early Uarning Units

20~~ Eadywarning Units should be! 'established,and' existing ones strEiiikthened

'to make it possible for OUT countriesto'collect,~process and dissiminate

information on such aspects aSlileterologic!lland topographical' data'srid pastures

conditions, price trends, dLspl.aceeent of population' and livestock, 'evolution of

the marketing system, nutritional 'status 'of the population, levels' of' food

;,',' reserves and the magnitude' of unrecorded trade in food. The collection of such

information is intended to facilitate, the monitoring of food availability and

crop conditions in individual countries and to help alert planners to problems

that may arise.

•
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(ii) The analysis of price trends

210. The availability of food for households is mainly determined by retail food

prices, while food supply, especially from small farmers which constitute the

majority, 'i~ largely influenced by producer prices. It is therefore necessary
" "I·.". .. • •

for the Early Warning Unit to collect and process the information related ~o

"the retail and producer prices of the major food commodities. Such information

would help to estimate short run changes in food demand and supply.

(iii) The monitoring of displaced persons

211. The current massive population 'movement in search of food and water is

one of the main constraints in the planning and execution of food relief

operations. It is therefore necessary for the Early Warning Unit to collect

and constantly update data on displaced people from within and outside national

boundaries. Such information is essential in forecasting food demand in

various areas in individual countries.

(Iv) The marfeting system

212•• The structu;e,and operation of the food market is as important as retail

prices in determining the availability of food for consumers. Information

required in this regard includes quantities and values of market flows,

transaction p,ices as well as stocks held by the main agents (public and

private) involved in food transactions.

(v) Nutritional status

213. Nutritional data on the most affected population especially the mal

nourished and undernourished infants and children in the total child population

should be monitored by the National Early Warning Units. Such data will help

in assessing the needs for supplementary feeding programmes to be launched

and their localization.
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(vi) Emergency food reserves

21~; Est~blisbment of food security reserves is also an important element

for' enba'ricing the preparedness of the countries for ,f!1tl1re emergency

situations as such'reservescould be used to meet the urgent food requirement

of the affected populations, while the external aid (from other African
',,"j

countries or from other regions of the world) 'is being shipped. It is therefore

'essential for a National Warning Unit to collect and constantly upda~e

information of the levels of food and food reserves and indeed of other

emergency reserves.

(vii), Unreco,.-ded tralle in,food
. ,(",i.'.

215, In.' most Afdcan countries, "unofficial" or "illegal" markets often

operate sid~ by' sidli' with modem marketing ,organizations. Such situation
. )j: : .

occur frequently across borders.' In 'many Cases, this kind.of trade can

be an important source of food;' HoWever, in view of the fact that the

"illegal" nature of these activities makes it difficult to obtain data on

which quantitative estimates of food availability could be made, Early
••. , 1.:-"

Waminllunits whould monitor the operat1cins of these markets in a

qualitative way as well as the transactio~ prices.

b. Emergency measures ." . .
subre~ional',nd regional

216, While the national/earlY warning·. units would help in strengthening the

capacity of the countries to forecast future food emergencies, it is no less
"(

important for the affected countries to properly plan and execute relief

op~,..ations, The following measures are particularly relevant:

Establishment or, strengthening of n,,:tional mechanisms or structures

that would ensure (i) the urgent announcement of food emergencies anll the rapid

assessment of the. requirements of the affectell people in terms of foad, other

emergency supplies such as medicines,vaccine,! ,in:'.:~ale{~:~ (it) the eff'ective
- ",

mobilization of emergency reserves of food and of other survival items ""',

including water, and a more efficient co-ordination of the assistance, .pravidell

by donors; (iii) the continuous'monitoring of logistics factors (transport

equipment, spare parts, fuel,' primary and .secondary stqragefacilities) with
, ,- , ' . . - ,

a view to ensuring an'accelerated distributillll of l;l:1-e,relie~ supply;
t~ -~,

Setting up of national emergency fund'to be' used for the purchase of

emergency items as well as for carrying out relief operations.
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2. Subregional approach to national survival

217. The current crisis had demonstrated that many African countries cannot,

alone, cope with all aspects of emergency situations given their very limited

resources and capacities'. African countries must therefore realize that their

natlimal·s'urvl.;'al depends, not, only on actions taken at the national level,

but also on collective actions at the subregional and regional level.

218•.At subregional level, emergency actions should aim at ensuring collective

self-reliance in such areas as crop forecasting, food supplies to food-deficit

countries including transportation, provision of essential agricultural inputs,

and more generally, pooling of resources so as to bear the primary responsibility

for relief operations. We therefore, recommend that the following measures, where

they have not yet been initiated, should be taken at subregional level so as to

minimize the magnitude of emergency situations in African countries:

(a) Co-operation among National Early Warning Units

219. National Early Warning u~:i.ts should exchange information on:

(i) weather conditions,rainfall data and prospects of food production in

their respective countries;

(ii) food availability in the countries of the subregion so as to identify

countries that are likely to be food-deficit countries for a given

marketing period and thus prepare for decision-making in regard to the

possible supply of food grains from areas of surplus to areas of deficit.

(b) .:Mu1tinational and/or subregional emergency reserves

220. Esisting subregional or multinational groupings (i.e. CEAO, CILSS, ECOWAS,

CEPGL, ECCAS, SADCe and PTA) should co~ordinateamong themselves and initiate

steps towards the.establishment of subregional or multinational emergency reserves,

in food grains, other survival items as well as essential inputs (seeds, fertilizers,

pesticides and insecticides), Such an arrangement would strengthen the preparedness

"of individual countrias in compl ementLng their own national preparedness plans.

(c) Multinational logistics co-ordination mechanisms

221. The current emergency is made more dramatic by the land-lockedness of a large

number of countries facing food emergencies in 1934/85. There is therefore a

need for enhancing co-operation between land-locked countries and coastal countries

in the form of co-ordinating mechanisms in the strengthening and use of port
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.'
agencLes r

(a) to periodically identify food surplus countries or subregions with a
. ' . . '.

to enabling, eventually through the Regional Emergency Fund, the supply of
. • I"~ -. ,.

~ood aid by ,African countries or subregions that are in ~ position to do so;

(b) touodti:r;take periodic rcviews, of crop conditions in individual countries

and subregions in~l~ding weather data, data on price ,structures and trends
, ' - , , . '. .

as well as market conditions ;
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4. Measures at international level

225. As emphasized earlier, the international community has played a crucial

role in the past two years in averting or reducing disaster situations in

many African countries. Donor countries and institutions that have responded

so generously, should continue to provide such support on an increased scale.

In view of the determination of African counnries to bear the primary responsi

bility in carrying out relief operations themselves in strengthening their pre

paredness for future emergencies and in laying the ground for a quick recovery

and rehabilitation of the agricultural sector, donor countries and institutions

should give full support to the emergency component of the special programme

outlined in this report. Given the present limited resources of African countries,

international support is essential for the successful implementation of the above

measures, Therefore, the following areas are particularly relevant for increased

international support:

(a) Strengthening of co-ordination among donor countries and institutions,

between donors on the one hand, and African aid-recipient and transit countries

on the other hand,so as to ensure increased food aid and other emergency supplies,

as well as their transportation, storage and distribution;

(b) Technical and financial support to African countries individually or

through SUbregional and regional emergency mechanisms in such areas as (i) the

establishment or strengthening of early warning systems (provision of equipment,

training of skilled personnel, etc.), (ii) the replenishment of emergency re

serves of foodgrains, medical supplies and essential inputs, and (iii) the

establishment or strengthening of mechanisms set up at national or subregional

level for relief planning, management and co-ordination;

(c) Financial support to national, subregional and regional Emergency

Funds;

(d) Adapting as much as possible food aid to the food habits of the

popUlation.
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B. Rehahilitation of African agriculture
,j

226. African economies have been devastat~d by the persistent drought as well

as by an adverse economi c environment. The most urgent task, after providing

relief assistance to the affected popUlation is, therefore, to launch intensive

progr~mnes of rehabilitation as bases' for more fundamental long-term actions and

stxw;turail 'reforms. In this regard there is no doubt that efforts to rehabilitate
.' : . ,;

and reccnstruct' African economies will depend to a large extent on the recovery

of thll,agl'i'Cll1elite sector, which should therefore be the immediate and main focus.

To rehabilitate the' ~f~iCan"agriculture, it is necessary to embark, not only on

short-term measures, but also on some medi~-term measures. This will ensure that

tile recovery of ,thesectorwllfriot be a temporary phenomenon that could be annihi

lated in the occurrence of external s~ocks. Therefore some fundamental medium-term,
actions must,!start now 'along with the, short-term actions so as to strengthen the

capacity of the agriculture sector to readjust to future shocks.

1. Short-term measures

.... '-':,·n ~j;'

227. Mos.t', of,·-the short-term measures outlined below are to be implemented at

national level. However, for the immediate measures outlined above,provision

of subregional and regional co-operation as well as international P$sistance
. ".' ; j ~ .

will be essential for the support of the national 'rehabilitation programmes

in agrfculture ,

(a) National measures

228. Four basic elements sho~ldbe immediately addressed as first components

of an efficient agricultural"p,()Jicyin' Africa. These are (i) incentive measures

to increase production and productiVity in, agriCUlture; (ii) re~abilitation and

strengthening of'agricultural i~frastructure and institutions; (iii) rehabilitation

of water resources infrastructures and better use of water resources and (iv) re

habd If.tat.Ion and resettlement of displaced persons.

(i) Incentive measures to immediately increase food and agriCUltural

Production and productivity, with the following minimum packages:
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appropriate producer prices regularly kept.l.Ul.d.er.rflltielil- fe-r

adjustments;

- adequate a cc es s i'o fa.rm credi i; facilities;

establishment of effective extension services and efficient'

delivery systems of agricultural input and services notably

seeds fertilizers, repair and maintenance of implements to -,

meet need of prOducers especially small farmers, youth and

wODlen;

- adequate marketing.'
stem of agricultural output;

,,) - adequate supply of essential consumer goods to the rUral people

'and:m~'asure~" to ensure be t t ez i.at es-r-a t i on between urban arid
rural 8.re:iSa

(ii) Rehabilitation and strengthening of agriculturalinfrastrocture

and institutions, including:

-'small irrigation schemes;

':"''small bridges as well as access and service 'roads;'

- 'thestock infra5truct!J;res;,
ag~icultural pl~~ning services;

- storage facilities.

1,,;;'

(iii) Rehabilitation of water resources infrastructure and better use

of water,!e5~!:U'.£e~.,;withthe foll'owing main elements:

rehabilitation of existing wells and boreholes and increasing
• '1;'"

their number;

.- rehabilitdtion and strengthening of rural water ,pumping systems;
:.-.:

- mobilization of surface - waters throughh~ll .dams; :
1 '! ',' ; '.J .c".,. -' .._~_., ' _. , .._---

~·.l ., .. _, ...... -+- . ' 'I

~JeS~~liShmentiP:r, ~ehabilitation ·ot'abov~-ground ahdunderground

water storage.
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(iv) Reh~bilitation e~d resettlement of disp~~e~ persons including:

their installation on netr a.rable Land]

the provision of farm inputs, seeds, animal health supplies etc.

as uell as materials for co.lStructing small-scale irrigation and

storage facilities •

. (b) SulJregioIl<'ll and regional co·-oper...Uon. for the recover;, of the

w~iculture sect9r

229. Beyond the emergency measures needed at subregional and regional levels, there
";.,,',

should be more effeotive subregaonaf and regional approaches to the food situation.

In this r~gard the follouing elements' should be urgently implemerited in the context

of existing bilaterial, subregional and regional agreements or organizations:

(i) Harmonizll-tion of production, mnI'!,eting and :?I'icing !'oUoies of

agrioultural, livestQok and ~ishery products in view of improving

collective self-suffioiency in those productions;
. '.' '

, '

(ii) facilitatu the movements of food exrl livestock accross borders
.•,. f -

thri'ugh al')I'2;:;rL\'.e ! ,olaxat:i.cr. of tl'andt corrtnol s , ani deve l.opmerrt

all-.reather faoo.?r. roads and.,i.nt,():t'-Country roads;

• (iii) exchange of info:hnation and tech.nic-aJ. assis'hnos at the subMgiom.1 and

"re€"iona.3... 1 eveIs

.i.
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(e) International assIstance

230; To"ensure the success of the revitalization programme in the food and

agriculture sector, there will be need for increased international support that

goes beyond the emergency assistance. International assistance packages should

include the following:

(i) concessional finance to national rehabilitation programmes in agri

,culture, including tbe',~!l~rease in net cap!tal flows thrOl,lgh, inter

ali~, additional debt relief measures;

(ii) provision of seeds, fertilizers and agriculture implements;

(iii) provision of livestock feed, vaccines, equipment and related

facilities;

(iv) construction of wells and small irrigations system for family farms

and improvement of water management.

2. Medium-term measures

231. As indicated earlier, medium-term measnres are also required for the strengthen

ing of the rehabilitation process of the food' and agricUlture sector. As is the

case for short-term measures,.medilJlll<loterm measl,lres,should be taken primarily at

national level, and also at subregional/regional and international levels. They

should start now so as to be able to bear frUit in the process of long~~-term

deve lopment •

(a) National measures

232. There are two areas that need to be addressed namely (i) the qualitative and

quantitative improvement of food and agricultural production, and (ii) the

necessity to ensure security. They should form the second stage of an effieient

agricultural policy in Africa.



(i) Jmprovement of food and agricultural production

233. f'easures in this area should aim at ensurinr: a sustained growth in arri-

cultural, fo rcst.ry, anir.a l and fi shery production as well as givine high priority

to soil cons~rvation, to researc', and development and to droupht and deserti

fication control.

Al:ricultural production policies must give priority to food crop

production and. irrirated farming so as to reduce the ner.ative impacts of the

recurrent ~ro~r.ht and also increase the cultivated areas by making availahle

additional land for farmin?, and by making greater use of trained manpower

resources, as well as to appropriate choice of teehni~ues, increased use of

inputs, and the adoption of policies which provide inducements to investment

in aRriculture;

Animal production policies ~st'aim at developing small family livestock

within the framework of mixed farming, improvinr the COllection, conservation and

marketing of dairy products, veterinary services, livestock breeds and livestock

infrastructures access of pastoralists to range resources including water

points.

Fishery production nolicios should include a better assessment of stocks

and more rational exploitation and protection of fishery resources, the development

of coastal and maritime fishing by the multiplication of small artisans' trades,

the development of acquaculture and fish farming, the improvement of processing and

conservation systems;

Soil conso:;rvation policies should aim at puttinp, an end to the present

hUSbandry practices of overcrOWding, overproduction, overr.razing and soil erosion

in order to increase the productivity of farm lands;

!lesearch anel deVelopment in agriculture should be given hrph priority

especially in the three areas of alternative food crops, arricultural implements

and appropriate food strogae and preservation technology;
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I',,:

Drought &nd desertification control policies in

farmers to raise trees as crops, as a remunerative

, •. -r' .,

should aim at steppinp up current

forestry and the encourage~ent of

activity.

reafforestation efforts

a medium-term perspe<:tive,

throu~h social or mass

(ii) Food security

The second component of the medium~terrr measures required for the rehabi

litation and reconstruction of the food and agriculture sector is food secui1ty.

There are two sets of actions that need to be taken namely the planning of" food
reouirements, includin~ the formulation of food security stocks:

The planninp of food requirements includes the use of national early'

"'amin!, system for forecasting the supply of food resources, the drawing up of
i 1 •

mUlti:y,e~r food requirement plans, and the formulation of fOod security profT3J'lllles
,. -, ',- - I" T' ." ., .'

as part of nationaldeveiopment plans; .

The establishment of food security stocks should be both at the level of

individual farrl!ers and at national levels, the latter to cover at least 10 per

cent of minimum needs in staple products as recommended in the Lagos Plan of

Action .
. \ r

(b) Bilateral, subregional and regional co-operation

234. As indicated earlier, subregional and rer-ional co-operation is' essential in

ensuring successDll implenentation of national efforts. Althourh such co-
. . . t

operation could be .as coreprehensi ve in scope as possible, th.!reare some areas
, ",'

deservinr particular attention given the limited impact of national actions

therein. Therefore. exi s t i.np bilateral, subrep ional and rer;iorial schemes should

include in their co-oper~tion programmes or where this is already the case place

greater emphasis on the following areas:

(i) co-ordination of veterinary services so as to control animal diseases

across l.orders :

\,



(ii) co-operation in fishery production including the establishment of

joint fishinr corporations;

(iii) exchange of inf~rmation and pooling of resources in research and

development in apriculture;

(iv) co-ordination and reafforestation programmes to ensure a more effici~nt

control of droupht and desertification;

(v) establishment of food security stocks at subregional level in support

of national food security stocks.
(vi) intre~-AfI'ic3.n. technical 3.2sistance

(c) International assistance

235.' At international level, the meIn assistance required is the provision of

adiquate financial resources to assist African countries in (i) increasinf,

investment in agriculture; (ii) training of skilled manpower;and (iii) building
',":

or strengthening agricultural institutions. In this regard, bilateral financial

assistance as well as assistance from multilateral financial institutions

especially from the !Iorld Bank and the International Fund for Agricultural

Development (IFAD), should be substantially increased.
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236. The ro~t causes of Africa's poor performance in agriculture ":I\d,wellkI,'own.

In addition to incentive policies and other rehabilitation measures outlined

earlier, there are cther areas identified in the Lagos Plan of Action that

shouldpe addressed in a long-term ?,erspective as they constitute,th~basic,

factors of sustained growth in agriGUlture, irrespective of the climatic
,. ,- "..., . .: . ~", -.;""' .

vagaries and other natural calamities. At national level, these are (L) agri-

cultural research,: (U) manpowe,r training and improvement of living conditions
",

in rural areas; (iii) increased invest~en~ with a view to extending ~ultivable

areas and improving rural infrastructure; (Lv) strengthening institutional

and management capacity; (v) agricultural support activities in other sectors;

(vi) restoration of ecological balance and (vii) monitoring changes in food

habits. At bilateral. multi,-country, subregional and r,egional levels, efforts

in the long-run, should aim at pooling resources in various areas ..

237.

.
1. ~S~!2n~_~~_~~~!2~~!_!~!~1

(a) ~2:!=~!!~:~!_:~~~~r~

The stepping up and more effective use of agricultural research is a basic
v., • "[-:

element in the policy package of long-term development in agricu.J;ture. Research

should vigerously address itself, not only to the development of cropping

patterns and farming systems that maximize output of agricultural produce but

also to the promotion of appropriate technologies that suit the local conditions.

Such technologies should be developed particularly for rain-fed small holdings

and the transhurnant agriculture t~at prevails in the fragile p.cosystems

typically found in Africa. The following elements should therefore form the

basis for agriCUltural research:

(i) development of basic scientifid and applied research capabilities

(ii) development of quick-maturing as well as drought, diseases and

pest resistent crop varieties;

(iii) development of new species/varieties of crops adopted to different

agro-ecological zone;
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(iv) selection and development of animal species, resistant to climatic c

conditions ;

(v) adoption of an integrated farming system which is most adaptable to

different agro-ecological zones;

(vi) improvement of post-harvest technologies especially for storage

facHi ties;

(vii) strengthening of the links between research training institutions,

extension services and farms community.

~. ~~~~_t!~~~2_~~~_!rn-E~~~~~~_2E_!!Y!~2_gQn~!~!Qn~_!g_!9~!!_!!~!!

2'38. Policies with regard to labour are also important. The labour force in the

agricultural sector is growing slowly in comparison with overall population

growth. It is therefore necessary not only to improve the skills of extension

service personnel and farmers through appropriate training but also to devise

policies aiJiling at increasing lal:>our force in all areas of food and agriculture

including animal production, fishery and forestry. Assuming that, food production

should at least keep pace with the population growth of 3 per cent per ann\llll

and with the growth in labour force of only 1.3 per cent at present, the

implication is that labour productivity must increase by at least 1.7 per cent,

a level that generally cannot be obtained with current technologies. It is

therefore imperative to make life in rural areas more attractive, so as to

retain sufficient labour including exrusion services workers. For ,the above

considerations, the following measures are proposed: L

(L) drawing up and implementing of policies of better utilization of

labour in all areas of the food and agricultural sector: institution

of similar price incentives in all areas, extension services,

proviSion of equipment etc.

-.. :
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(ii) improvement of skills of agricultural staff including women

arid the youth: strengthening' of existing agricultural training

institutions, dissemination of research outputs to farmers through

pildt'farms or ~2J1££ training' pr~gramm';s;

(iii) improvement of living conditions in rural areas: provision of essential

services (educaHon, health, water supply;' housing) and adeqll!lte

supply of basic consumer goods (clothing, household goo,ds etc.)
: .'

"

(b) !~Y~!!~~~L!!L~9~!.£1:!!~~!!

239. In Africa, particularly sub-saharan Africa, agricultural land has the

potential to support more than thr<iet:Lmes th,,;"population of .: the mid~1970s.

However, land in pr0p-\lction has, increased ,only 'slowly, by less 'than 1 per cent

per annum. The develoJllllent of basic; ,ruraJ;, infrastructure"iliich a;' roads,

irrigation system ""lds~rage faciliitlillil is ina.dequate inmany'ot:he"r respects.

For example. the cqrrent, bO,ttleneck/!, ,encountered in transporting 'food to the

popul~tion ~~fected by drought are ,qlear manifestatiOn ot transPort in~dtquacy.

AlS~,~;r;;ig;ted ~and account for only about two per dent at-a' time of" tiiin

scarcity because o:l;drpught. Similarly, the high percentagE' of post';h.ttvest

losses (40 per cent, ,in some countdes), calls for adrarnatic increali'e'in storage

facilities. ,It is therefore necessary that investment resotirc:es in agriciuture

be increased,;md primarily directed,to the above three areas. lil this regard •

the following measures ;;ore' pzopoaed r...
.,', '

(. :

(i) harnessing the waters of rains, rivers and lakes for irrigation

development rhrough the construction of suitably designed dams especially in

the semi-arid areas;

(ii>" rec" aiming v<!$t tracts of ,African land presently made unproductive

due to tse-tse infes,tation, and incidence of onchocerciasis;

(iiil striking a proper balance between activities relating to forestry.

crop and livestock;

(iv) improvement of feeder roads and increase in their number;

(v) imprOVing storage facilities for agricultural production including

for meat ;md fish and increasing their number;

(vi) increasing irrigated land to achieve the target of 3 per cent

by 2008.
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(c) 2!!~~~~~!~2~!~~~!~~!!~~~!~~~_~~~2~~~~_=e~=!~X

240. Measw;es in this area should aim at removing the factors that have led to

the curren!;. deteriorq.tion of agricultural performance especially inad"quate

policies in such areas as input distribution, price setting, marketing, land

reform etc. They should include,

(i) restructuring and rationalization of the activities as well as the

management of agricultural organizatibhs, to render them more
efficient;

(ii) decentralization 'of agricultural support acv.ities;

(iii) decentralization of decision-mal<.ing levels and of responsibilities,

J, including pricitig policies;

(iv) proper co-ordination. monitoring and evaluation of projects and

programmes'; and

(v) training and re-training in the management and administration of

progran1lned activities iilCluding finandal and budgetary' practices;

(vi) programmes for adequate agrarian reforms consistent with pOlitical

and social conditions prevailing in the respective countries;

(vii) refonn or policies and institutions in rural areas.

241. There, is no doubtth,at the development of the agricultural sector should

be the mai," focuss in a long-taP" perspective. liowever. for the agricultural

sector to record a sustained growth and development, some activities in other

sectors such as industry and infrastructure should be removed. The organic

links, between agricw"t;ure ,and industry are Glear ar.d '..ell known.

242. It is indeed a f ac.t that, mdus t r i a I inputs are essential for, agricultural

development and that industry relies on the agricultural sector both for its

markets and for raw materials.

243. On the basis of the above considerations. the following measures in the

ildustrial sector.' would greatly'contrib\lto. to increasing foOd and agricultural

production,
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(L) Provision of incentives such as concessional loans, tax exemptions,

special preference for the ,.l:i.cca,tion of foreign exchange, for domestic

production of aqricultural cocLs , implements and equipment and of

equipment for fooci processinq,and packaqiag to reduce post-harvest

food losses;

(ii) Research aimed at reducing varieties of equipment, spare parts and

implementes imported or pL~duc~d domestically, so as to facilitate

economies of cc=','., make full USe of the equipment available and

reduce imports;

(iii) Intensification of R&D production an~ r~tional~zationof activities

in the development of sma,j,l-scale irrigation equipment systems, and

establishment of national irriqation associations where these do not

exist;

(iv) Intensification of efforts to implement already identified fertilizer

and pesticide projecta;

(v) RedU,ction of wheat imports through local production of composite

flours from'local tubers and grains;

244. In the area of infrastructure, in addition to feeder roads that shoy.ld be

developed, measures should alsc aim at:

(i) improving planning!managelMntand morlitorinq of transport activities

so as to facilitate the movement of aqricul tural products; and '

(ii) improving the utilizatior. of shipping, road, rail and air fleeb! for

the transport of i.grlcultural pzoduccs ,

245. There are other agricultural support activities that need to be addressed

in a long-term perspect~ve of a9ticultural df\velopment. These are:

(i) the development of new sources of energy to nieet the growi~q energy

needs and arrest the deforestation of the rural areas;

(ii) the pursuit and imprcve1l'ent of adult literacy, rural health and

other related rural services such as rural housing community, water

supply and rural trading centre1; and
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-$e rapid dissemination through apPropriate channelS, including mass
mediaof vital agricultural information beneficial to small fanners

in such areas as the prevention of food losses, pricing and ,;,ther

improved dgricultu~al practices.

(e) !~~~~~~!~~~_~~_~=~~~~!=~~_~~~~~=~

246. The restoration of ecological balance is another area of ~ocus in the

context of long':terrn development of the agricultural sector. Measures should

aim at putting an end t~ such practices as overcrowding, over production,

overgrazing and soil erosion in order to increase the productivity of. ,~frica's

farm land. They should aim at arresting the growing aridity in Africa along

with the desertification process. The following measures are therefore proposed:

(i) efficisnt management of natural resources;

(ii) introduction of'suitab:e farming system,

'(iii) rehabilitation and conservation of natural resources including

water, soil, forestry and wildlife: and

liv) application of scientific techniques for COIlbating the impacts of

drought and desertification

247. In order to reduce the growth of imports of non-locally produced food and

to promote the consump7ion of alternative local food, the following measures

are proPosed:

(i) a comprehen"ive survey and analysis'of consumers. behaviour;

(ii) promotion through the mass media of the general use ofOOJllPOsite flour

and other produets resul tin9 f~m,agricultural resear.ch.,

3. lleasures at bilateral, rc,ult i ha t Lone.L, subregiond. or regional ievel------------------------------------------------------------------
are many areas in which African countries can co-operate among

agricultural sector.

248. There

themselves in order to speed up the process of growth and

Some of these areas relate directly

development of the

to the agricultural

sector while other activities are to he undertaken in other sectors .

•
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'. (i) 35tablisllin3nt ·;)f !"-lltinatianal cr s'lbregional food security schemes;

(i1) exchange of information on or pooling of resources in the fields of

agricultural research and technology,

(iii) Co-ordination of training activities including the pooling of training

facHities;

(Lv) intensification of joint exploration of river basins for irrigation

(v) joint control of animal diseases and pest~ accross borders;

(vi) prolllOtion of intra-African trade in food-products.

(b) !~_!h~_!U~~~~!2~_~~9t2~' the following measures would, in the long

term contribute to the deVelopment of agriculture:

, i '

(i)

(11)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Co-operation in the production and in the supply of the required raw

materials, subcontracting and joint training and Sl:.pporting of ARCEDEM;

Rationalization ofex.isting facilities for th~ efficient utilization

and urgent development of engineering core industries for the production

of tools, equipment and.machinery, namely: .machine tools, fowtdry,

forging, machine shops and tools rooms, heat, treatment and metal

coating facilities;

Multi-country production of industrial raw materials, incentive basic

need goods and equipment and inputs in food production, energy and
:-1 - . -

'transportation :

Sub-regional and regional co-operation to try and rationalize vari~ties

of products and as well as the production of spare parts,optimize the

-use of maintenance facilities and achieve economies of scale in local

:,production,. ..

Redu!i:e costs through co-operatiort -in industrial production and trade

in industrial products and equipmentl

Promotion of .intra-African trade in fertilizers.

(';' .'

•
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D. DROUGHT'A.'lD DESERTIFICATION CONTROL

249. '1\s stated in ethe' report ,o'f the ,Min;'~s'ter.ial S,teering Connnittee, drought

and desertification'have become a serious issue in Africa's economic development.

This section is inte~ded to elaborate on this basic issues and to propose

appropriate action. To start with, 34 African countries are currently affected

and a study shOWS ,that 'the 'desert is 'encroaching on other lands at the rate of

8 to 10 kilometres per annum. It isdepre'ssing, to note that severe and

prolonged drotight'accentuatethe desertificatioriprocess as a res1.ilt of which

arable'land is lost to desert wasteland and creepling sands. The,awareness

of the 1968-1973 Sahel Drought led to the united Nations Conference on

Desertification and the adoption of a Plan of Action to Combat Desertification.

During ~~e Sahel Drought, fifteen African countries in the Sudano-Sahelian

region were severelY,affected. HoweVer, a decade later, by 1983, the prolonged

drought was severely affecting 36 African countries, that is, ,21 $udano-Sahelian

countries as well as several in the hitherto sub-humid areas in,Hest Africa,

Eastern and Aouthern Africa, where bush fires suddenly become c;:onnnon in the

coastal areas during. the dry seasqn, destroying preciol:\S cocpaand coffee farms.

The impact of the prolonged drought on agricultural development has been a

short-fall in cereal production of three and half million, tons between 1981 to

1983, with 21 countries still ,facing very serious food deficits so much so that

they require ernez:gency food aid.

250. The,prolonge(l,d;:ought has also wor,sen,,:d .•the desertification process in

the 36 affected African countries, that',is:. 5 in the northern Sahara, 21

in the sudano-S,ah,elian zone and 10 in the Southern "and Kalahari Desert area.

The first .sevan .year review (1978~1'.l84) of th,e, Plan ,of Action to Combat

Desertification carried out by the ,United,Natipns sYstemindicat~d that since

monitoring of des~J;'t, creep began in 1,977 , ,:t!)e deser,t sand was Still encroaching

on agricultural land at an average of 7 to 8 kilometres per Year; that six

million hectares,p)1,valuable agricultural land is lost to des,E!,rtification

every year, with,a,1;C>tal of 21 11lillion hectares nOw permanently lost; that the

urban and rural production new affected by desertification, has "risen three

fold, from 80 million in 1977 to about 230 million in 1984 due to a pop1.ilation
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growth rate of 2.4 per cent in the arid lands and the spread of drought anq,

desertification to the sub-humid tropical countries. Whilst the development.of

agricultural land under irrigation to supplement rain-fed agriculture in arid

lands has onlv Lncreascd 1;; 10 per cent., t3,e tradp deficit in 10 Sudano-Sahelian

countries has mul t i oli c« five foJ5 duri ns- the per-i o o ,

251. Some of the short-terM measures required to deal with this problem were

discussed under agricultural rehahili tation. The following long-terll'

measures for drought and desertification control are recommended to be taken

at the national level, the sub-regional, regional and international levels:

A. At the national level:---------------------
(a) ~!~~~2~~~

(i) Need for a commitment and a strong national Policy to adopt

appropriate legislative, statutory, financial, technical and

social measures to face this scourge;

(ii) Drawing up or strengtheni"g, at the level of each state, of a

national drought and desertification control plan or progr~

of action;

(iii) Launchinr of cempaigns for a systematic dissemination of

information. sensitization and mobilization Of people in order to

promote popular participation in· desertification control;

(iv) National ~upport seminars should be orqanized by government

officials for planners, field workers ~d managers, and the

general public on desertification control problem;

(v) The establishment of ~ature Protection Associations should be

encouraged for the conservation, development and rational

utilization of a country's natural resources such as forests,

wildlife, fisheries, soils and water, especially in drought-

prone areas;

(vi) Establishment of national machinery for co-ordination and evaluation

of activities within the country for desertification and drought

contrOl;
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(v) Manpow&r and Institutional Development

Encourage the organization of training workshops and seminars for

manpower development as well as the establishment of institutions

for research and training, marketing and for information exchange

to combat drought and desertification.

B. At the subregional, regional and international levels:

(i) Promotion of exchange of information on technological innovations,

local expertise and competence and of techniques for desertification

and drought control;

(ii) The establishment of an early warning system for drought and deserti

fication control involving the collection, analysis and dissemination

of information on socio-economic indicators, weather and climatic

data, crop yields, market prices of local foodstuff, agricultural

export statistics, human nutrition, demographic trends, local perception

and traditional adaptation to drought and famine;

(iii) Establishment of regional networks in Africa to co-ordinate the activities

of stabilization of sand dunes, reafforestation, research and training in

the field of desertification and drought control;

(iv) Technical assistance and co-operation are required for the pursuit of

efforts aimed at establishing a North African green belt and other green

belts, including reafforestation programmes;

(v) Implementation of OAU resolution a~/Res.450 (XXV) of November 1976, on

the establishment of an International Hydrogeological Map for Africa to

locate the underground water resources to control the effects of drought

and desertification;

(vi) Implementation of ECA Resolution Res. 499 (XIX) of May 1984 entitled

Regional Plan of Action to control the impacts of drought in Africa and

ECA Resolution 528 (XIX) of May 1984 of Meteorological services to

control drought in Africa;
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(vii) Incren sed and active participation oCthe OAU, EC-."'-and .ot.her

United Nations crgnniz.:ltions ~nd agencies whose. terrJs of reference

cover the field of drought and desertification;

(viii) Promotion of .south-South co-op"ration inth" planning and implementation

of desertification and dr?ught programme;

(ix) Mobilization of international aid for the execution of programmes

particularly with:'refenmce to the 39th' Un i.ted Nations' General

Assembly Resolutions3~/168, 39/205 and 39/208;

(x) Need for the promotion of technical co-operation with the developed

countries for provision of bilateral or wultilateral assistance to

comb~t drought and desertification, not only through emergency food aid

but ~i.s6' for i.mp Lcrnent i.ng long term measures;

(xi) Support to the work 0,£ the OAD Standing Commi.t t ee for the Coritro l of

Drought and Natural Disasters in Africa,established by r~sqlution

CM/Re~ .336 (XXIII) of 1974, ,:sP2CiaVy for the project on the Integrated

Biological DeveLopmerrt of the "'outa Djallon Highlands in Guinea.

E. ,\lliFUGEES, DISPLACED PERSONS PJlD VICTIMS OF NATURAL DISASTERS

252. African refugees can be divided into the'following four major categories:

(a) people who have fled the stranglehold of the Apartheid regime in South

Afr i.ca ; (b) people who could be r egrrrded vrs t he r ermant s of the struggle against

the colonial rule: (c) people who are the vict~ms of internal strifes and social

unrests; and (d) people who cross boundaries because of inter-State problems.

253. Displaced persons and victims of natural disasters, include other nsylum-.
see!<ers in Africa who, are not covered by thpexisting international or regional

instruments (on refugees) and whose, li.ving .cond i t i.ons and possible productive
• • j..... - ., - "

nctivities are seriously impaired such as the following categories of persons:

, , '( ,
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(a) peopl~ ~h~ cross internat~onally-recognizedboundaries because the persistent

drought has decimated all that was sustaining them in their increasingly

impoverished environment; and (b) people victimizcd by famine or by natural

disasters.

254. In rece~t years, the problem of refugees and displa'ed persons has reached

alarming proportions. For instance, in 1983, it was estimated that there were
r '

only about 1,480,000 persons who were displaced. However, as a result of the
..., ,- l.'.·· , :

drought, it is now estimated that there are over 10 million of whom an unknown

number have no organized shelter, food or clothing and are often living near

cities or towns.

255. It cannot be over-emphasIzed that it is diHieult to list comprehensive

measures to be taken during the ernergency phese, because each emergency situation

has its own specificities that cannot be listed in advance to relate them to

action to be taken. Unpredictable and sudden PoPulation movements, once emergency

requirements are met, c,all the following actions to be taken, at the national,

regional and international level, these are reviewed hereinafter.

(a) Short-term mea.ures-------

(i) Col1e~tion and dissemination of reliable information and accurate

st&tistical data on refugees and displaced populations to better

monitor the situation 9 determine the needs~ and secure the assistance

required;

(ii) Quantitative and qualitative assessment of the additional burden

which the population influx represents for the national economy, and

aE the social and economic implications of such burdens. Such an'

exercise may include the preparation and rapid implementation of

assistance projects;

(iii) Accelerated implenentation of' IeAM II' humanitarian and developmental

projects, for alJOre effective assistarice to refugees (and ~ventually

to other displaced populations);
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(iv) Creation of favourable conditions for the voluntary repatriation'

of refugees;

(v) Formulation and definition of rehabilitation and settlement policies,

strategies and programmes;

(vi) Adaption of existing national legi>lation to the situations obtaining

either through tts revision or through enactment of provisional

stipulations better suited to the needs of displaced populations;

(vii) Setting-up ...·f a central body to evolve a national policy of assistance

to all groups of displaced persons, and to monitor progranune imple

mentation, so as to ensure mobilization of all resources available

and to guarantee co-ordination of all activities and inputs for the

relief and rehabilitation of the populations concerned.

(i! Training of personnel responsible for the implementation of programmes

in favour of refugees, displaced persons and victims of natural

disasters, for counselling and orientation services, for law

enforcement (training to include special exposure to emergency

situations, to rehabilitation techniques; such training should be

carried out on-the-job, and as frequently as required) ;

Preparation of national ~~!!!.Lh~geQQl£!! for the use of the staff

involved in emergency situations, based on readily available

information on procedures to be followed and actions to be taken,

as contained in existing handbooks, it being understood that these

should be adapted to suit local conditions and be in line with national

legislations;
Adhesion to existin~ rccional instru~cnts on refu~ees, human

ri~hts, protection and welfare of the individul!l, thee community,

special social rroups;

(Lv)

(v)

Settlement of rural refugees and rural asylum-seekers, within the

framework of agricultural development programmes and projects to

rapidly achieve self-reliance, in cases where repatriation is either

quite remote or impossible;

Employment placement of qualified refugees and economic asylum-seekers
•

in suitable jobs within the settlements, or in other income-generating
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, .
activitiesccnceived for the displaced and local population, ill such

a way as to avoid competJ,tion for s"are employment opportunities, and

to enhance harmonious relations between the displaced and local

populations. '

(c) ~2n9::!:~~_!!!~~~"!~§

(i) Definition of the role 'Lo be played by indiviguals, the COJlBlluhity,

the various so:::ial groilps in f:vol'''ing and implementing national

development po l.Lcd.e s and pzoqrarnmas , t,o foster genuine .popular

partici~tioll in the cevelopment process, thereby mitigating the

Lmpact; ?f man-made ~.I~~ n2, t':~ral disaste't's;

<ii) Enactment of national llOgislation, or revision of the ,already

"exi~ting ones, as the 0ase ffi~Y be, to define, guarantee and promote

the rights of the indiviJ'.Jal c,ntl th:"1 ccnununity I as well as those

of the various social groups, including the refugees, displaced

persons and vi ~~tilt1H of na tlll".:..l disasters 4

(a) Establishment of 3, sui to:ble mec:hanism for Research and Dissemination

of information on matters relating to:

(i) Refugee prublems;

(ii) Refugee and humanita:ciau la'"s;

(iii) The nat\~e and magnitude of population Movements attributable

to man-made or natural disast8r3~

(b) Strenqthenin'::1 ·cl.~ .;;~{is·\-i!tg regiolLiJ. t;\':':Cl.:<;';\:\l:C.2$ dnd/or institutional

bodies, especially within the OAU secret~riat;

(i) To monitor all issues peLtaining to refugees, displaced persons

and victims of natl.i.':"~.3.1 J.is~stersJ as \'!eJ.l as human and people IS

rights, an~ n~t~ral cisaster. prevention ~d preparedness;

(ii) To evolve policies, st~ar.egies &nd programmes commensurate with

the situation bein~ faced;
.~.. k ~
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(iii) To follow-up on all relevant resolutions adopted with regard to

those issues;

.. . .

(c) Implementation of inter-country or collective programmes and projects

related to natural disaster prevention and prepardness.

(d) Comparative study of existing African national legislations regarding

refugees and displaced p~rsons, towards their harmonization.

At the international level
---------------~----------

(a) Concerted' efforts towards the identification, preparation and.

implementation of projects to benefit all segments of displaced (and local)

populations, with the active assis'tance of the international community, lGOs

and NGOs.

(b) Setting-up of international early-warning systems to help prevent

or prepare for natural disasters in Africa.

(c) Relief and rehabilitation programmes for the displaced popUlations

and victims of natural disaster~, conceived in the light of available local

means, and taking into account availaole or possible international assistance,
. . .

and possible technical, material and financial contributions from lGOs and

NGOs, the basic principle being that assistance should always be development

oriented, and that humanitarian and developmental assistance should be closely

inter-related.
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PART III : AFRICA's EXTERNAL DRBTS

256.' The 'following three major critical Ls s-. , arc of great concern with regard

to' external'achts of African countries:

(a) Ihe individual as well as the combined external debts of African

ser~ice burdens (repayment, "

rates and any other charges). For ~~stance,

and services for developin~ Africa soaredthe ratio of debt service to goods

countries have increased dramatically in recent years. ,~,t the end of 19<:4,

the total debt of African countries was esti~ated to stand at $US158 billion

and it is expected to exceed $U3l70 billion by the end of 1985. Africa's

external "tbt problem is alarming not only because of the volume of the debt
(, .., .

but also especially because of the increasing 1ebt

of principal exports plus interest

from 7.4 per cent in 1974 to 27./, per cent in 1983. Moreover, there has been

increased "privatization" of external debts and the rates of cOlTll'lercial borrowing

fro",' private lenders have dramatically increased during the past five years 'at the

Indeed the debtsof concessional loansfroui ~ultilateral institutions.expense

of deve Lop i ng African countries as a percentage of the total exports of goods

and services was escimated to have reached 19" per cent in 1~84,ref1ecting .the

acceleration of the debt burden and the fall in the relative prices of African
\.'

e"ports.

(b) The major lenders have in the past deliberately left Africa out of

the debt renegotiation, mechanism established for Latin America. The interna

tional community cont,nues to 0ive low pLiprity to P~rica's external debt

crisis compared with that being faced by ~ajor borrowers in other developing

regions. "'This i~ nowithstanding the f~~~ t hat the total external debt of
.. ',(,:j . .: J':.' . ,;';. ':""].3 ! _t"

all developing bfrican countries is currently about 2Cper cent of the total
:~~ .•!~ ;~",c ".:.'-'!''-~',_,.''"

global debt; and is therefore significant. ConsLderLng the relatively 10"

income per capita in most African countries, particularly as they include 26

of the 30 least -c1evelopedcoudtries,-the Africiirt region: 'suffers a much [gore

severe debt crisis than other'developing re~idRs. 'Hotedver, the dimension of

the debt proble~ in furica must ta~e account of the fact that sany millions

of peQPle in Africa are presently living at or even below mere subsistence
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levels. '1h"t the i.nt ernat Iona l comr.micy seems to be unaware of is that the

excerncl deb~9f uany individual Ai ..can count r i cs is beyond their "apac:ity

to pay if the limited e"onomi" possibilities of most of the "ountries "oupled "

with the problems of drought, desertifi"ation and, the general ongoing economic

crisis are taken into considerati9n.

(c) Current debt rescheduling ma"hineries ,and practices are not sqited ,

to the criti"al socio-economic situation and structural imbalances of the

economi.a of African countries. Indeed, debt rescheduling is ~ranted on ~

yearly and case_by_case basis within the framework of the Club de Paris and

are subject to the signing of a standby agreement with the LlF. :10reover,

although many African countries have on several occasions approached the "

Club de Faris, their external debt problems have not been eased.

257, As was stated in the annex to the Special Y~morandum. several critical"

factors have combined to aggravate the present de~t crisis. These include:

(a) The collapse in the prices of m'ior co: "odities exported by African'

countries which hiisr(ls'.:1t"d in dr-as t i c decline in two export carn i nps and

hence forei~n eX"hangereserves;

(b) The persistent high interest rates in the major lending countries

exacerbated by fluctuations in ex"hange rates of major world "urren"ies both

of which have in"reased the cost of borrowing by the African countries,

aggravated the problems of the flight of capital from the region and have

serious destabilizing impacts on trade and investmentS;

(e) The sharp decline in the flow of capital and development resources

to Africa on concessionary ,te,rms from the developed countries has,~orced

many bfrica~ countries to r~~ort to borrowin3 from private sources at

high interest rates;
" ,'" ",; .

(c) The 10s5,'·0£ hugea,mounts of resources through the activities of"

transnational corporations and.their transnational banks by means of
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manipulation of'commodity prices, e.g. transfer of pricing deliberate

depression of the world prices of priwary commodities through the operations

of commodity exchanges :

(e) Excessive ttansfers of profits and other capital gains by trans

national corporations especially in the absence of effective national policies

compelling foreign companies to re-invest a given portion of this profit

in the African countries; and

(f) The persistent and severe drought, desertification and other

natural calamities which have made it difficult for many countries to

increase .their agricultural production for exports as well as for domestic

consumption thereby reducing their export-earning capacity while at the

same time increasing their food imports.

258. The problems arising. from the international economic environment have been

exacerbated by unsystematic management of national debts. TIlese include difficulties

encountered by many African countries in adopting national policies to ensure:

(a) The evolution of economic management systems to avoid misallocation of

resources an~wastage of public funds;

(b) The effective utilization of external aid to generate surpluses

that would enable African countries to repay loans and pay service charges;

(c) TIle adoption of national monetary, fiscal and financial policies

which are consistent with develo;Jment resources and which encourage foreign

investment without jeopardizing national interests;

(d) The effective mobilization and mana~ement of domestic resources

especially domestic savings, as a means of reducing external debt;

(e) The development of adequately trained personnel to administer

external debts and domestic resources; and
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(f) The effective co-ordination of creditors' pOlicies and activities

"Co ensure maxinum positive impact of external·debts·6n the e~onomies of ,the
\:' ,; 'i .

259. The following emergency mGasures to deal with thc external debt crisis are

envisaged over 8. period of one tq .three lears, Such measures ought to be

taken at four complementary levels .~ national. subregional. reEional and

interna.tional.

A. Emergency :}nd short-term measures

(a) At the national level

(i) Our Governments should, where such machinery does not exist,

consrder the creation of a body responsible for' 'external debt

management and ofa",echani;~ for the co-ordination of

external assistance;

(Li ) Af'ri.can countries should enact, legislation governing foreign

Lnve stntcnt ;
~ , '::\ ; ; I '

. (iii)':Y' A thorough inventory should be made of all external debts

y ,.. contract.ed by the State, pub Li c j i.semi vpub l i c and private

institutions to determine more accurately the quantum of

external debt, the purpose for which the debt was contracted

and no>' ~t was to;)s' pa i d as one way of determining the amount

of foreign exchange reserves to be allocated for ext~r~al debt

s o'rvi.c.i.ng incurred. by the puhlic and the private sectors, so

.. as to flv'oirl the accumul at i on of debts and arrears beyond the

(iv) Tile cxt.ernal borrcvi.ng po l i c i cs of tra.nsn3.tion~l commercial

bank s , discount houses, Insurance companres ;as'· well as o'the r

Iocal COEJl11GJ'cial 'rnnks should be revi.cvcd. so as' ,to institute

measur-es to halt the cxccss i vt: drain of resourcesappropr-i atc

from Africa ty transnational corporations. Immediate legis la-

should bec enacted i w!102re this docs not exist, reoui.ring
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such companies to consult the Government before deciding to

borrow enternally since such borrowing increase the pressure

·on'fo:teign'exchange allocations .

(b)
. '.,.J ;,i"· .\;:~"',.)j·T; J -.....

At the subregiomrl'andregionnl levels

(i) .African,Goy~~n~ents~~th surplus funds Should, within the spirit

. of collective .seLf-creLiance , urgently consider lending such funds

,. to ,other ~~untries in need, especially those affected by the

drqughtand qther na~ural calamities, inste~d of investing such

funds outs rde Africa;

(ii) " African ,countries should do everything possible to exchange

information with,each other on alternato sources and conditions

,Of loans and c~~dits from overseas lenders. Such information

,shQUld include terms for rescheduling and the use of loans,

g~a~,periods and how other countries have tackled their debt

servicing problems.

(iii). An:.ECA/OAU Conference of lfinisters of Finance should be formally

, established to meet regularly to deal with external debt as well as

a- ',other monetary and financial Lssues-,

(iv) 'The existing subregional payments and clearing arrangements

"should be strengthened towards promoting increased intra

African trade thereby reducing the need for foreign exchange

and hence external borrowing;

(v) A new system of incentives should be instituted immediately

to encourage African individual private investors, to invest

their resources in other African countries, either on a

bilateral basis or through the existing subregional monetary

and financial institutions. This would not only improve the

liquidity of the borrowing countries thereby reducing the

need for external borrowing, but would also promote intra

African monetary co-operation as envisaged in the Lagos Plan

of Action.
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(c) At the int~~ationai level

(i) The African countries should press for an international

Conference on Africa's External Indebtedness to be convened

as a matter of urgency to provide'a forum for international

creditors and African borrowers to discuss Africa's external

debt with a view to arriving at appropriate emergency, short

medium- andlongcterm measures to alleviate 'frica's debt problems

as proposed in the "Addis Ababa Declaration on Africa's

External Indebtedness";

(ii) An appeal should be made to all government and private leaders,

for'total or partial concellation of debts of developing African

. countries in particular, the least developed countries and those

seriously affected by the drought ~nd other·natural disasters and

countries 'most seriously" affected by the economic crisis. Special

consideration should be given to loans cOntracted for agricultural

development qnd. food production where the drought, deSertification

.. and other natural calamities have madeit,tmpossible for such

projects to be dully implemented and. t(),yielq,qny returns;

(iii) . .(mappeal shoul d be made to .al t government and prdvate

lenders that all accuaujated-arzearsion fOreign debts by

African countries, especially for agricul~ural rehabilitation

purposes, including food producing ,self.sufficiency and food

security, should be either written off or converted into soft
( r

loans and grants. In this respect, special consideration should
, . ' . "',' .'

also be given to the drought-affected countries and the least
, . I •

developed countries. This would assist borrowing African countries
,. \ '

to rehabilitate their econonies devastated by the current drought

and other natural disasters or those suffering from serious chronic
balance-of~paymentsdeficits arising from high interest rates;
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:(iVF ,Creditor countries shoul~ adopt ,international financial and

monetary measures to re,lieve the debt' service burdens of African

countries in view of· the 'difficult £inanc1al and economic conditions

of African debtor coun~r~eG as well as the relatively low income

per capita in most Afric~ count.r-teuwhi.crr ieaves-thc African

region with a much more severe debt service c~isisthlln other

dev~loping resions.

E. Medium- and long-term measures

260,. The mediul't" and long-term measures for ame l i or« tin" r,fri'c'",' s ext.ernal debt

b"urd~n were outli~ed in the "Mdis Ababa geclaratton on Afric'a' s External

Indebt~dness".
,

In addition, the fO,Howin!: measures shoulrl be inp l t d_'. . cmen e .

(a) At the national level
-~ ,

(L) Our countries should adopt, without delay, new and more

vigorous domestic r~~ource mobili~~tion policies and programmes

specifically gear~d towards the imp~ovement of domestic

investment perf6iro~nce thereby reducing the de,endence on

ektern~l debt for financing ~j~r investnent projects. This

should be acco~anied by more dynamic fiscal and monetary

policies wh i ch wcuLd enconrage domestic private and ._p~blic

partici~ation in income-Een~ratingprogrammes as a more lasting

solution to the mountin~ external indebtedness;

(i{) A more rational utilization of external credits and loans should

be made throuph an immediate review of the national development

plans to introduce short-, medium- and long-te'r@ policy on

external debt ~ana~ement mechanisms liru<ed with prOductive

ventures such as proper proj ect select i on; preparation,

implementation, moni't';,rinf; ana evaluation. This should also

ensure that any loans nrcviously contracted should, where
..f,
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possible, be re-linked with the viability and profitaHility'

as well as the country's resources absorptive capacity and

its ability to repay past, current and future debt obligations.

(b) At the subregional and reeional levels

(i) That African parastatal organizations should be encouraged,

through appropriate incentives, to invest their resources in

public and private projects of ether African countries. This

would improve the liquidity of the countries thereby reducing

the need for external borro~~ng;

(i'i) That subregional and rebional African institutions, such as

the trade and development banks, the African Development Bank

Group or the txab Bam, for Economic Development in P1rica (BADEA),

and the Association of African Development Finance Institutions

should also be urged to continu~ to re-ex~mine their lending

policies to sec ",nether special action can be taken to increase

their financing of investment activities which would assist in

alleviating the external debt burden. They should also play

an increasing role in the identification and preparation of

sound and economically viable investment projects in the

membez States,

(c) At the international level

(i) The i~lementation of the internationally agreed features for

debt reoreanization for a substantial contribution towards

improving the process of debt rescheduling (UNCTAD resolution

222 (XXI). Iuthis coimection, the period for consolidating

debt service due be at least five years and repayment period

for the consolidated amounts be not less than 15 years (including

substantial grace periods). The process of debt reorganization

should haves longer persrective desiBned to provide sufficient

time over which economic reformation measures can be implemented;
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(ii) The debt service should not be allowed to exceed a reasonable

percentage of the export earnings or the Gross National Product

(GIW) of each country, This should enable the country concerned

to obtain the much ueeded financing of structural adjustment

programmes thereby 'improving its credit4Qorthiness;

(iii) The international cOMmunity should immediately implement

lhlCTAD, resolution 161 (VI) (ace annex III) as a common basis

for guidance in dealinG with the external debt problems of

develoFing countries, The developed countries should adopt

measures to ameliorate the debt burdens of the poorer developing

African countries particularly the' least developed countries;

(iv) There should be a retroactive adjustment of the public external

debt, and total or partial cancellation,of external debt of

developing African countries, in particular the least developed

countries and those most seriously affected by natural calamities

such as drought j

(v) An ifiternational conference on development-related monetary

and financial questions should be convened under United

Nations auspices,

,....
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Pf.-'lT IV . .
PROPOSALS FOR A CO:·R40NPLATFORi1 FOR ACTION

", ,261., The issues identified with ,regard to the implementation of the Lagos

Plan. of Action and the C'inal.Act of Lagos call for a review of the

exinting subregional and, regional machinery for consultations. Similarly,

the fo.ilurr:: of various international forumn to deal adequately ..,ith

the critical issues of _~fri"a's 'development is, a matter of grave concern

to Africa. New measures must be-adopted to strengthen the existing

platforms for international'ne@:otiations and consultations and to establish

'new ones as appropriate. 'TJi:i.'s sectioh, therefore, reviews the measures

that need to, be taken in relation to (a) A PlatformomO'ng the OAU member

States at thk subregional and regional levels' (b) A ~OMmon platform with

the non--aligned and other developing countries members of, the Group of 77;

(c) ,;. ~ommon international platform for' action; "nd (d) The economies of the

Front-Line States and the destablization uolicies of South Africa: Proposals

for action (subreri~n~l. redan'll 1nJ Intor-na t i on-i l ) ,

(a) Among OAU member States

262. The proposals for common action among OAU member States are envisaged

at both the bil['f,~:.r.E'..:l',.;, ··8i,f''-)''.~2fion:l1 and r2c:'i:c~i( ] LeveIs , At the subregional

level, a common platfo~ already exists among institutions such as the

Preferential Trade Arc" (PTA); the Southern i,frican Deve Lonmerrt Co-ordination

Conference (BADGC); the Economic Connnunity of the "reat Lakes Countries (CEPGL):

the Economic CorrillllL~ity of Central African States (ECCAS);the West African

Economic Co~~unity (ECOW;S);the Central African Customs and Economic Union

(UDEAC)', de Cornmunaute 6conomique des Etats de l'Afrique de l'Ouest (CEAC);

and the 118no River Union (NRU), to name only a few. Promising initiatives

towards co-operation have alno been made in the Maghreb countries. In

monetary and financial co-operation, subregional institutions such as the

subregional Association of African Centro.l Banks (M,CB), the Vlest African

Clearing House (HACH), the Central j,frican Clearing House (eACH), and the

Clearing House of the PreferentiRl Trade Area for Eastern and Southern Afriean

States have been created. In addition the Central Bank of West African

States (BCEAO) and the Bank of Cent.r-a'L ,\frican States (BEAC), which were

established much earlier, hav8 continued to serve their members with varying

degrees of effectiveness.

•
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'263, At the reEional level, there are institutions such as the.African

Development Bank Group;the Association of African Central Banks; the

Associa.tion of Africf1n Development Fin=ce Institutions: the Africnn'Civil

Aviation Organization: the Africf1n Coffee Organization: the Cocoa Producers

Alliance;the African Groundrut Council.

264. 1\ review of the above institutions should be made on a priority basis

to gear them towards as s.i s't Lng the member countries in attaining the following

ob,jectives:

(i) Bilateral trade snd co-operation

265. African countries are urged to intensify their efforts to negotiate

new bilateral agreements with each other, resuscitate old agreements that

are still relevant to the issues f1t hf1nd, or strengthen existing ones in

the major criticc.l sectors. These include trade, monetary and financial

aspects;transport and co~~unications, customs and tariff arr~~gements;

food supply and food security;industrial development;energy (including oil,

hydro-electricity, hydrocarbons etc.);the supply of raw materials for the

rehabilitation and reconstruction-: of devast.ated industrial and agricultural

production facilities; msdrrtenance ; and the supply of spare parts. African

countries can ~lso Bhare~ on ~ bilQternl basis 3 information on how to e~uip

themselves to deal with the crisis as well as on the establishment of early

warning systems.

(ii) Intra-African trade in manufactured goods

including capital goods

266. African countries should devise new measures to promote intra-African

trade in manufactured goods ns well as capital goods which are or can be

manufactured in African countries. These include a whole range of products

such as plastic goods, shoes, cotton textiles, urimary health care medicines

(e.g. aspirins, cough syrups, vaccines, antibiotics etc.), soaps nnd detergents,

insecticides, toilet paper, beer, wines and other alcoholic beverages, blankets
, '
·and breakfast cereals, butter and cheese, school items such as pencils, rulers,

note books, chalk, as well as intermediate and capital goods, to name only a
,few.
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(iii) Intra-African trade in food
. ,

267. History shows that during nature.I dl s ast.er-s and wars, the countries

that fare best"-re alwnys those that ::ere "ble to feed themselves using

domestic food production. If this can be taken as a lesson for ~frica,

then in order to deal with the present food cris is, ,,,-ction must be under

t,~en at these levels to determine the production, distribution and

m~rketing of ull food gr~ins including stnple crops. Therefore, as vas

st?>ted in the Lngos Plan of Action, Of,D, in co-operation with ECA" FAO,

IFl\D, \'lFP and other relevant t nt.ernrrtdoncL organizations, shoul.d carry out

studies on the establishment of regional food trade and distribution

orpanizations and make reco~~endations to the next economic s,~it. Such

studies should also focus on a comnrehensive inventory of food production

illld.enting habits, especially of steple food grains and root crops, These

should be ~atched against existing production, storage and distribution

structures in all African countries. An intensive training campaign should

then be mounted in all countries, especially the d~ought-stricken areqs,

to introduce new stanle food grains and dietary habits in places where

the tradition"l food gr3,ins can no Lenger' be grown. It should be stressed

that hitherto no co-ordinated action has o0on taken in this field and the

ad hoc measures thnt have been instituted at national level hnve often

failed to produce the required impact.

(iv) Intr~,-African trnde in energy and raw r.nterials

268. AfriclUl count.r-Les should explore new arens for increasing their

collective self-sufficiency in encrrrv and raw materials e It j.s self-evident

that any measures for the r-ehabdl i.tat ion or reconstruction of the African

economies would require huge qumtities of energy (coal, hydroc!1rbons,

electricity and fuel oils) as well as loc~lly produced raw materials.

Therefore the development of and trade in these co~~odities should be part

of the emergency measures. Hitherto, m~nJ" of these items h~ve been destined

for South-Nor-th t.rado and did not s i.gnLf'Lcent.Iy contribute to intra-African

trade and co-oper-rrt i on ; An' i.nve~tory .of all ener'gy PIlei. row m'!.terin! production

and consum~tion ofthe,Afrit~n cOQ~tri~~ should be urge~tiyprepared as a

basic for such trndeo
"

,
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(v) Intra-African monetary co-operation

269 .• With ,regard to Apr-Lean monetary and financial co-operatLon , it is

proposed that the followinp measures be undertaken without delay:

(a) Governments should cncourate all commercial banks .in thci r count ires

to begin imm~diately to use the existinr. subregional payments and clearing

insti tut i ons for the: settlement of intra-A-ricnn trade transactions ..

This should have the effect of releasing foreign exchange which could be

used inter alia for the importation of goods urgently needed for rehabilitation

purposes; (b) those count ires which do not belong to any subregional payments

and clearins>: arrangement should consider joining without further delay and those

countires which have not yet done so, should establish their own payments and

clearing arrangements; (c) countires should fUlly support the establishment of the

proposed African Monetary Fund as an institution which would ensure regional

autonomy in devising a monetary and financial policy. Its establishment should be

accelerated.

(b) At the international level

270. In view of the growing inter-dependence among countires', the inter

relationship between economies and the sustained efforts by developing

count ires to establish a just.and equitable new international economic

order which would meet the legitimate aspirations of ~eople for better

living conditions in line with the objectives of the United Nations Charter,

A'rican States are called on to play an active role in the restructuring

of the world economy in order to safeguard their interests and win

acceptance for their claims.

271. The African States reaffirm their commitment to constructive

dialogue between developed and developing countires (North-South) and

to the promotion of economic and technical co-operation among'developing

countires (South-South) as components of the New International Economic Order.
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,I)CJrth-South Dialocue

272. ~lultil~teral economic COcoperation is currently undergoing a serious

crisis of confidence marked .by ';1 withdrawal from multilateralism tobilateraHsm

which does not foster. :true Intcrnat tonaj. co-operation. The crisis has' a l so been

characterized by unjustified attacks on bodjes of the United Nations' system

such as U,;ESCO, UNCTAD and lFAD.

273. The African countries should therefore appeal to the pOlitical will of

the developod'countries to revive the North-South dialogue especially

economic recovery in so~e developed countries can be sustained only accompanied

by international measures to promote development such as an increase in official

development assistance,substantial debt relief, the abolition of protectionist

measures', and the implementi!.tion of the Agreement establishing the Conunon Fund

for Commodities. I"~

r

274. The African States reaffirm their conmi, tment to the United Nations system

and to its universal character as an appropriate framework for giving international

development co-operation new impetus through an m tcgrat.ed approach lihiqh takes

into account the interests of all parties LnvoIved in international .economi.c

negotiations. On the basis of this principle, the African States stress the

need and urgency to;

(a) Institute global negotiations for international co-operation based

on the recommendations of the Seventh Summit of the Conference of Non-Aligned

countires;

(b) Convene ~n international conferchcc on monetary and financial

matters re i ated to deve l opmc.rt ;

(c) Ensure implementation by th~ developea tbuntries of p~licies likely

to attain the objectives 'of tho IrrternatIonal Development Strategy for the

Third lInited Nations D3velopment Decade~
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(d) Strengthen the oyerational activities of the Unitec Nations system

for development.

275. In order toeive s -nev ir.tpetus to the 'lort'l";'SoutWilic.logue, African

States shoull! participate fully 'and effectively in international economic

negotiations to highlight their concerns and sensitize the international

comnunity to the seriousness of Africa's economic andS'ocial situation.o

.as to rea:? the great.est vbenefLt; ftom assistance proerat:lllles and existing

l " ,facilities provided by the organs and specialized agenci!ds of the United

Nations system and otller' relevant institutions. The 'ECA"and OAU secretariats

are requested to provide the logistic and technical support ,needed by the

if;ican Gioup in international negotiations.

27~. African States are also urged to participate more fully in internnational

fora deelinr with international co-operation and development, esnecially at

New York, Geneva, Hashitlston, Brussels,' l'.ome, Nairobi 'and Vienna, to ensure

that negotiations therein are folloHed-up "nd that African interests are

properly represented.

South-Souti' co-ooeration

277 •'Although intra-African co-operation is one fom of South-South

co-operation, Africa as a developing region must also make its contribution

topromot~n3 economic and technical co-operation with other developing regions.

Such co~operation not only strepgthens the bargaining power of developi03

countries, includin~ African countries, in internation~l economic,negotiations,

but ~ore specifically makes it possible to enhance the potential,oi ,the

developing world in connection with the restructuring of international economic

relations.

278. The Non-Aligned ilovement ~~d the Grou:, of 77, of ,~hich Mriaan countries

are me~bers, have eiven horizontal co-operation a catherin: momentum which

should be strengthened and consolidated. They should be encouraged-'by ECA and

OAU to foster a common a~proach to all economic issues involving industrial

countries they may face. Implementation of the Caracas Programne of Action on



Economic and Technical Co-operation among Developins Countries, ~ased on

collective self-reliance, has beeun and should be encouraeed. The Intergovern

mental Follow-up and Co-ordination Co~ittee of the Group of 77 on South-

South co-operation is an effective instru~ent for promoting such .co-operation

to the· benefit of all countries concerned.

279. African countriesilre therefore urged to join fuBy in that process by

participatins in the activities for co-operation contained in the Caracas

Plan of Action sucha~:the Global System of Trade Preferences among Developing

Countries (GSTP) and ~he multi-sectoral information n,etwork.

280. African countries are also recommended to follow-up at the national level

activities related to South-South co-operation in order to ~ke the most of

them and to benefit from the support of other developin6 countries.

281. The ECA and OAU secretariats are requested to intensify their efforts

to promote both intra-African co-operation and 30uth-South co~operation in

the light of the Laeos Plan of Action and t~e Caracas Pr03ramme of Action.

(c) The economies of the front-line States and the ~estabilizatioD'

of South Africa: Prooosa1s for action (subre0ional, regional

and international

282. The destabilization policy and measures tm(en by South Africa against

the Fron~-line States have far zreater inplications than are usually

U9precisted at first glance. The challenge to economic independence and

national sovereignty is a formidable one. Critical issues which have far

reaching consequences include:

(a) increased sec~rity expenditure on military and the consequent

diversion of resources from economic development to defence and counter

terrorist measures;

•
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(1)) 'the slowdown in development and rehabilitation efforts;

(c) the destruction of economic and social infrastructure; and

(d) loss of human lives, property and livestock as a result of military

operations, which also act as a brake in development.

233, There is no doubt that African countries are resolved to protect their

economies from South Africa's disruptive measures. How~ver, the adoption of

adequate responses to destabilization policy is very challenging, complex and

indeed costly. The issues are fourfold. Firstly, South Africa's destabilization

is not always direct or readily recognizable and is often carried'out in an

indirect and subtle manner. Secondly, some of the countries are also faced by

the drought and other natural calamities and externally imposed wars which make

them more vulnerable to external machinations. Thirdly, the international

community has hitherto generally ignored the plea by the front-line States for

support to deal with the issue. Fourthly, except through the front-line States

and the Southern African Development Co-ordination Conference, (SADCC), not much

has so far been achieved at the African level to give material support to the

States directly affected bv tIco ccstabilization policy.

28,". The following measures, SOme of which are a l r eady being implemented,

should be carried out at the national, subregional, r~gional and international

level:
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(~) nt nation~l level
. '.".

(L) Ench front -Line st'lte should Irnme d.la t e Ly ber;in an inventor

, .

(11)

t , .• ~

(i11)

of existing rroduction and Y"2nufacturine- enterprises, ';both

locnlly c-med and those owned by transnational cor-por-at Lons ,

so ,"3 to determine accur~tely the types of goods available

locillly, includinr:; food. Suchan exercise would also

ictentify the goo<;ls directly.imported from South Africa

and the extent of \.rhich (1 r-educ t.Lon ior- ban on such' imports

would .ar rcc t the ec onomy , This should be: c omp Le-nerrted

IoJith.fl nor-e vip:orous system o:fdomestic .t r-ade, 8n1

r-es our-c.es should be rrobili'6ed'"to increase the:!!r dee;ree of

self-reliance. especially in food production:

In ths case ot:"those count.r Lcs de[J~n.i1nf on South .Mric'l

for the supp Ly or pe't r-o'Leun. and other essential imports

and in marketing their exports, an intensive s'arch should

be made r6r aLter-nat t ve s our-ces of supply and aLte r-na t Lve

outletsf'dr their exports so' as to reduce dependence on

South Afric 1.~

Each front-line State. especially the land-locked countries,- "".
should search, for al t er-nat i v c. means of t.r-anspor-t and
,';" >' - • " ' ;. J

c orrr-unt cat t ons outlets, aW:lY fro!" South ,'.fric.'l. All

member States are ur~ed to assist them to attain economic

independence fro~ South Africa.

•

(b) 4t subreGional and re~ional levels

(i) African countries should lend full support to the

Prefer2ntinl Trade Are~ ror Enstern ~nd Southern ~frican

States (PTA) and the Southern nfrican Development

Co-ordination Conference (S~DCC) in their stru~~le to

find ~n e:fectiv0 res~onsl: to Sout~ ~frica especially,in

the trade, monet ar-v , transport ,nd communications And

economic fields. In fact, SADCC was established.
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. ~xp~iaitlY for the purpose of resDonding to South Afric~ by

ensuring (a) a reduction of external dependence and, in

partLcuI'ar-, dependence on the Republic of South Africa'

(b) operational and equitable regional integrat~on;

(c) the mobilization of domestic and re~ional resources

t occar-r-y out national, inter-State and regional policies
to reduce dependence and build genuine regional co-operation;

and (d) joint action to secure international understanding of,
• and practical support for, the SADCC strategy:

(ii) The two major subregional groupings in the area (PTA and SADCC)

should provide a joint effective platform in which respons~s to

South Africa can qe. made. What is required, therefore, is
0" . ' .•

to strengthen these sUbregional co-operation.efforts,

bearing in mind the effects of the destabilization policy by
South Africa, so as to ensure that the impact of such
policies on the economies concerned is minimized. It is

doubtful that each of these institutions working in isolation
can readily help the front-line States to move quickly

out of the direct economic clutches of South 'Africa. It

is therefore, the comb t ned forces ·of.:PTA and 'SADCC, with t.he : :
tremendouspcitential for economic co-operation and trade

among their member States, that can really lead to meaningful
economic independence from South AfricR c

(iii) The provisions of the Lusaka ~~anifesto on Southern Africa should
be implemented without delay. In addition, there should be

created an information network on the policy of South Africa
vis-a-vis the front-line States so as to inform and sensitize the

masses in all African countries ~bout this policy'

(iv) Another aspect of the campaign against South Africa should

be to mobilize resources at both the African and international

levels to assist the frontline States in their struggle. .
for survival in the wake of intensive destabilization

activities by South Africa'
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(v) The secretariats of ECA and OAD should be requested to . ,

prepare a comprehensive study on the full nature and impact

of South Africa's destabilization policy in the nei~hbouring

States and report its finQiDgs at a subbequent meeting
of the ECA Conference of Ministers'

(vi) African countries should consider establishin~ a common

subregional and rer,ional defenc~ system, to protect the
front ··line States against military attacks from South
Africa.

(c) At the international level

(i) African countries should increase their pr-ess ur-e on developed
countries to persuade those governments that still do so,
to stop thetr moral, economic and military support of
South Africa:

(1i) Gover-nmerrt s of Lndus t.r Ln Lf zed na t t ons which have not yet done so,

should take appropriate and immediate measures to prevent their

transnational corporations from investing or operating

in South Africa;

(iii) The international financial institutions, such as the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund, should desist from
further project or pro~ramme financing in South Africa.
Instead, they should increase programme lending, especially

to the front· line States, and other similarly threatened
States, as well as lendinf to projects directly affected

by South Africa's economic or political destabilization

policy.

•
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PART V - FOLLOW-UP AND MONITORING

28S.The priority programme is made up of actions that are within the means of the

African countries with the necessary political will at national, subregional and

regional levels. However, in view of the many factors that are beyond the control

of African countries (e.g. nation3l calamities espcc~ally drought, international

cconoI~ic environmcnt~ etc.)~ it is esscnti31 that follow-up and monitoring mechanisms

be set up so as to assess periodically the implementation of the programme end, if

necessary~ formulate adjustment lneasures. Such mechanisms are required at national~

subregional and regional levels.

1. National level

286. Follow-up and raon i t o.r i.ng mechan i sms will vary from country to country,

depending on the existing structures. However, since the programme has two com

ponents namely emergency and preparedness on the one hand, and rehabilitation

and reconstruction on the other hand, the monitoring activities will have to be

based on such distiuction. Moreover, most countries have established, in

addition to their planning offices, special mechanisms to deal with current or

future emergency situations. How8ver, because of the need for co-ordination

between rehabilitation and reconstruction cfforts on the one hand and emergency

situations, a special mechanism should be set up to follow-up and monitor both
components and their interactions •

2. Subregional level

287. The existing multinational and 0r subregional groupings (e.g. OMVS, OMVG,

Mana River Union, Niger Basin Authority, CILSS, CEAO, ECOWAS in West Africa;

CEPGL, UDEAC, CEEAC, in Central Africa; S,\DCC and PTA in East and Southern Africa)

represent the appropriate forQ for undertaking, during their annual meetings, the

necessary follow-up and ruon i.t or i.ng of the Impl.emcntat ion of the priority programme.

288. For North Africa, th~ ECA Multinational Programming and Operational Centre

based in Tangiers (MULPOC) should be used for such purpose. The follow-up and
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monitoring activities at multinational or subregional level should be based on

reports from individual countries and on the one hand from assessments made

by the organizations conc~rned especi&~ly with respect to the subregional ~ct~ons

that are contained in the programme. Nultinational or subregional evo.luation

report should be used for necessary adjustments both in national and subregional

components of the programme.

3. Regional level

289. At the regional level, as for the biennial report on the implementation of

the Lagos Plan of A~tion, tho secretariats of ECA and DAD should prepare a joint

annual report on the implementation of the above Special Prograr~e to be submitted

to the ECA Conference of Hinisters and subsequently to the annual sess.ion of the

AsserabIy of Heads of State and Government of t.he DAD through the Council of Ministers

of the OAll. The report will toke into account assessments made at national and

subregional levels.

•

•

•
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Part VI CONCLUSIONS

•

,

290. The recommendations proposed in this document constitute a concrete programme

for reconstruction~ rehabilitation and survival of those of our economies now

devastated by the drought, desertification and natural calamities. These

recommendations constitute a sound basis for medium-and long-term structural

adjustment of the African economies towards self-sustaining erowth. We believe

that s if these measures are seriously implemented by our Governments~ Africa can

dislodge herself from the current economic and social crisis. At the same time,

new and firm foundations can be laid down for ensuring that African economies become

self-sustaining and that they would be able to effectively deal with the crisis,

should it occur again in the future.

2el. Indeed, we the Africans ;lave the will, capacity, and determination to

transform the present calamities and degradation into prosperity and hope for our

future generations. Since the majority of thG programmes contained in this proposal

are intended for implementation by our Governments, Africa has the primary

responsibility for dealing with the economic and social crisis. However, the

magnitude of the problems facing the African countries calls for international

understanding and supp,ort. It is, therefore, hoped that bilateral donors,

individual governments, multilateral agencies and other international organizations

would continue to be generous in their assistance in the implementation of this

programme.




